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Summer 
xavier university 
,-.. cincinnati, ohio 
Numbers To Call 
Admissions 
Undergraduate/Degree Seeking 
21 years and younger 745-3301 
745-3355 
745-3030 
745-3355 
22 years and older 
Weekend Degree Program 
Non-degree 
Graduate/Degree Seeking 
MBA Program 
Psychology 
745-3525 
745-1053 
745-1912 
745-3360 
745-3360 
745 3374 
745-3311 
745-3435 
745-1000 
745-3355 
745-3941 
745-3521 
745-3142 
745 3360 
745 3201 
745-3881 
745-3319 
745-3941 
745 3203 
745 3601 
745 2875 
745-4381 
745-3525 
Health Services Administration 
All Other Degree Programs 
Non-degree 
AIICard Center 
Bookstore 
Bursar's Office 
Campus Police 
Center for Adult & Part-Time Students (CAPS) 
Consortium Information 
Education Department 
Financial A1d Office 
Graduate Services 
Information Desk 
library 
Lodge Leam1ng Lab 
Registrar's Office 
Res1dence life 
Summer Sess1ons 
Writing Center 
Summer Bullehn Request Lme 
MBA Students 
University Calendar 
SUMMER REGISTRATlON BEGINS: 
April 1 Tues 8 OOam-7 OOpm 
Beginning Apnl 2nd reg1strahon will conhnue dunng regular office hours 
Lnsl date to reg1ster for any summer class 1s before the second class meetmg 
MAY 12- MAY 23 
MAY 12- JUNE 12 
May 14 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
May 20 
May 26 
May 30 
June 6 
June 11 
June 14 
JUNE 16 - JULY 10 
JUNE 16 - JULY 17 
June 16 
June 18 
June 19 
June 25 
June 28 
July 4 
July 19 
INTERSESSION 
FIRST EDUCATlON SESSION 
Wed Miller Analogies Tesl7pm-Kelley Aud/Aiter Hall 
FIRST SESSION 
Last day 1n lsi sess1on lo elect aud111o cred1t 
Memorial Day University Oosed 
Make up day for M,W classes 1n lsi session 
Deadline to apply for August graduahon 
Deadline lo Apply forM Ed Camp Exam 
Tues 
Mon 
Fn 
Fn 
Wed 
Sol M1ller Analog1es Tesll30pm-Kelley Aud/AIIer Hall 
SECOND EDUCATlON SESSION 
THIRD EDUCATlON SESSION 
Mon 
Wed 
Thurs 
Wed 
Sot 
Fn 
Sot 
Last day to w1thdraw from lst sess1on 
Last day in 2nd session to elect aud1t to cred1t 
Last day 1n 3rd session to elect audit to cred1t 
Last day to withdraw from 2nd & 3rd sess1ons 
NTE or PRAXIS - Ne1porte Lounge/Hailstones Hall 
Independence Day Observed - University Oosed 
M Ed Comprehensive Exam 8 OOom-Kelley Aud 
Miller Anolog1es Test 130pm-Kelley Aud/Aiter Hall 
JULY 7- AUGUST 14 FOURTH SESSION 
July 8 Tues Lost day 1n 4th sess1on to elect audit to cred1t 
JULY 21- AUGUST 14 FIFTH SESSION 
July 23 Wed Last day n 5th sess1on to elect audll to cred1t 
July 28 Man Last day to w1thdrow from 4th sess1on 
Aug 4 Mon Lost day to wthdraw from 5th session 
Aug 15 Fn August graduation dote- No ceremony 
Wh1le every effort IS made to prov1de accurate and current mformot1on. Xov1er 
University reserves the nght to change, Without nohce. statements 1n the bullehn 
concerning rules. poliCies. fees. curnculo, courses or other matters 
SUMMER OFFICE HOURS 
AU CARD CENTER 2nd Floor Gallagher Center • 
Mondoy-Fndoy 9 OOom-5 OOpm 
BOOKSTORE Gallagher Center 
Monday-Friday• 8.30om-5 OOpm 
'Except holidays or unless otherw1se indicated on door. 
Wednesday 15/21-8/6) 8 30am-6 15pm J 
Special Hours 
May 12-14 8 30om-6.15pm 
May 19 21 8 30orn-6 15pm 
June 16 18 8 30om-615pm 
July 7 9 8:30am 6 15pm 
July 29 30 8·30om-6.15pm 
OFFICE OF THE BURSAR 135 Alter Hall 
Monday-Thursday 8 30om-5 OOpm 
Friday 8 30om-4 OOpm 
CENTER FOR ADULT & PART-TlME STUDENTS 
(CAPS) 102 Alter Hall 
Monday-Thursday S:OOom-6 30pm 
Friday 8 OOom-4 OOpm 
Saturday (thru 71271 8 OOom-2 OOpm 
GRADUATE SERVICES 312 Elet Hall 
Monday-Thursday 8.30om-7 OOpm 
Fndoy 8 30om-5 OOpm 
OFFICE OF INSTRUCTlONAL TECHNOLOGY SERVICES (ITS) 
Alter and CBA Lobs ALT B 15, B-2. CBA 21 
Monday-Thursday 9 OOom·lO OOpm 
Fndoy, Saturday 10 OOom-4 OOpm 
Sunday CLOSED 
Cohen Lob Cohen 108 
Monday-Thursday ll.OOom-8.00pm 
Friday-Sunday CLOSED • 
Elet Lab Elet 1011105 
Monday-Thursday 9 OOom-9 OOpm 
Fndoy. Saturday lOOOom-4 OOpm 
Sunday CLOSED 
Kuhlman Lob 745-3288 
Monday-Thursday 8 OOom-llOOpm 
Fndoy 8 OOom-8 OOpm 
Saturday 8 OOom-6 OOpm 
Sunday 1 OOpm-11 OOpm 
Student Help Desk Alter B-1 
Monday-Thursday 9 OOom-10 OOpm 
Fndoy, Saturday lO.OOom-4 OOpm 
Sunday CLOSED 
LODGE LEARNING LAB• Cohen Center 
Monday· Thur·;doy 8 OOom-8 OOpm 
Fndoy 8 OOom-5 OOpm 
Saturday & Sunday TBA 
' Some exception due to holidays & class schedules. call x4811 
MBA OFFICE 2nd Floor CBA 
Monday-Thursday 8 30om 6 OOpm 
Fndoy 8 30om-5 OOpm 
MCDONALD UBRAR'r 
Monday-Thursday 8 OOom-9 OOpm 
Fndoy 8 OOom-7 OOpm 
Saturday lO.OOom-6 OOpm 
Sunday CLOSED 
"Some exception due to holidays & class schedules, call x4811 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 129 Alter Hall 
Mondoy-Fndoy S:OOom-5 OOpm• 
'Some extended even1ngs hours at the start of each session 
Contact office for more information 
OFFICE OF RESIDENCE LIFE 3735 Ledgewood Drive • 
Monday-Friday 8 30om-5 OOpm 
plication Form ..................... .. ................ 39 
Card !Student ID card) .......................... 34 
lendar .......................... Inside Front Cover 
Course Descriptions ................................... 17 
Course Offering 
Accounting .................................... 2 
American Sign Language ........... 12 
Art .................................................. 2 
Biology ........................................... 2 
Business Administration .......... .. ... 2 
Business Statistics ......................... 3 
Chemistry ...................... .. .............. 3 
Classics ......................................... 3 
Communication Arts ..................... 4 
Criminal Justice ............................. 4 
Economics ..................................... 4 
Education ...................................... 5 
English ........................................... 8 
English I Second Lang .................. 8 
Finance .......................................... 8 
French .......................................... 12 
Health Services ............ ................. 9 
History ........................................... 9 
Human Resources ........................ 9 
Information Systems ................... 10 
Management .............................. 10 
Marketing ..................................... 11 
Mathematics ................................ 11 
Modern Languages .................... 12 
Music ........................................... 12 
Nursing ........................................ 12 
Occupational Therapy ................ 13 
Philosophy ................................... 13 
Physics ......................................... 13 
Political Science ........................... 14 
Psychology .................................. 14 
Social Work ................................. 15 
Sociology ..................................... 15 
Spanish ....................................... 12 
Theology .................. .................... 15 
University Studies ....................... 16 
Consortium ................................................ 33 
Dining Service ............................................ 34 
Final Exam/ Grades ................................... 36 
Financial Aid .............................................. 33 
Graduate Programs ................................ 33 
Guest Students ......................................... 33 
Housing ..................................................... 41 
Office Hours ...... .. .......... Inside Front Cover 
Office lnstruc Tech UTS) .......... .................... 34 
Parking ..................................................... 34 
rking Permit .......................................... 36 
yment Option Form .............................. 40 
yment Instructions ................................. 37 
Refund Schedule ....................................... 36 
Registration Form ...................................... 38 
Registration Instructions .......................... 37 
Sports Center .. . .. ..................................... 34 
Tuition & Fees ............................................ 35 
Workshops by Date ... . .. ......................... 21 
Workshops Descriptions ........................... 22 
Workshops Information ......... .................. 22 
Undergraduate Programs ...... .. ............. 33 
Undergrad Academic Requirements ...... 16 
KEY for Days/Times 
M =Monday 
T = Tuesday 
W =Wednesday 
R =Thursday 
S =Saturday 
U or L = Sunday 
F =Friday 
Sections numbered ·1 • - • 4 • are AM classes 
Classes with sections numbered • 7 •• "8 • or 
"9 • are PM classes 
KEY for Buildings 
ALB Albers Hall 
ALT Alter Hall 
ARM Armory 
COH Cohen Center 
EDC Edgecliff Hall 
ELT Elet Hall 
HAl Hailstones Hall 
JOS Joseph Building 
LND Lindner Hall 
LOG Logon Hall 
SMF Schmidt Fieldhouse 
STI Schott Hall 
Contact us at: www.xavier.edu for more information. 
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ACCOUNTING • MAY 15 - JUNE 22 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
ACCT 901-91 ACCT ANALYSIS FOR MGMT DECISIONS TR 6:00pm-9 l5pm DEVINE 3.00 HAI19 
ACCT 901-Bl ACCT ANALYSIS FOR MGMT DECISIONS TR 6 OOpm-9 l5pm O'CLOCK 300 HAll? 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
ACCT 200-81 INTRODUCTORY FINANCIAL ACCT MW 6 OOpm-9 l5pm PAYNE 3.00 HAll? 
ACCT 300-81 INTERMEDIATE FINANCIAL ACCT I MW 6.00pm-9 15pm SUR DICK 3.00 LND 103 
ACCT 803-91 ACCOUNTING CONCEPTS & ANALYSIS TR 6 OOpm-9 15pm MITCHELL 300 HAI 5 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
ACCT 201-84 INTRODUCTORY MANAGERIAL ACCT MW 6 OOpm-9 l5pm ROTHENBERG 300 HAI19 
ACCT 301-84 INTERMEDIATE FINANCIAL ACCT II MW 6.00pm·9.15pm ALLEN 3 00 HAI17 
ACCT 803-94 ACCOUNTING CONCEPTS & ANALYSIS TR 6 00pm·9 15pm ALLEN 3 00 HA117 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
BLAW 300-91 LEGAL ENVIRONMENT TR 6.15pm·9 30pm STAFF 3 00 HAI7 
ART 
JUNE 16 - JULY 17 
•course fee $15. 
ARTS 221-13 EARLY & MIDDLE CHILDHOOD ART MTWR 7:30om·10 OOom COPFER 300 COH 168A 
ARTS 222-13 ART IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION MTWR 7 30om·10 OOom COPFER 300 COH 168A 
ARTS 521-13 EARLY & MIDDLE CHILDHOOD ART MTWR 7 30om·10 OOom COPFER 300 COH 168A 
ARTS 522-13 ART IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION MTWR 7 30om·10 OOom COPFER 3.00 COH 168A 
• BIOLOGY 
•unless otherwise indicated, all labs have a $90 fee. 
MAY 12 - JUNE 19 
BIOL 140-1S HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY I MW.JR 7.30om·9 05om GROSSMAN 3 00 AlB 107 
BIOL 141-AS HUM ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY I LAB TR 10 OOom-12 30pm GEHNER 100 AlB302 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
BIOL 161-21 GENERAL BIOLOGY I LAB MTWR 9:00om·11 20om NOURIAN 200 ALB 307 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
BIOL 104-24 LIFE. BIOLOGY OF WELLNESS MW 9 OOom·ll 30om GEHNER 200 ALB 103 
BIOL 127-B4 LIFE LAB INVESTIGATION II TR 1 00pm·3 30pm NOURIAN 100 AtB303 
NOTE BIOL 127-B4 l Lob fee $70 
BIOL 142-14 HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY II MTWR 7 30om-9 05om GROSSMAN 300 ALB 107 
BIOL 143-A4 HUM ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY II LAB TR 10 00om·12 30pm GEHNER 100 AlB 302 
BIOL 163-A4 GENERAL BIOLOGY II LAB MTWR 900om-1120om NOURIAN 200 ALB 307 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
BUAO 904 registrcmon is by invitcmon only. All Business/Systems Skills and Integrated 
Function Courses must be completed to receive an invitcmon. Prerequisites are enforced. 
MAY 19 - MAY 23 
BUAD 904-1S GLOBAL STRATEGIC THINKING MTWRF 800om 4 OOpm PARK 3.00 HA117 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
• •M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. BUAD 909-81 BUSINESS ETHICS THROUGH FILM MW 6.00pm·915pm FIORELLI 300 LOG100 
MAY 24 - JUNE 21 
BUAD 904-2S GLOBAL STRATEGIC THINKING s 8:00om-4 .OOpm PARK 3.00 HAll? 
MAY 31 - JUNE 21 (./') 
BUAD 901-0S LEGAL. ETHICAL & REG ENVIRONMENT s 8:30om-4 .30pm FIORELLI 2.00 HAll? 
u.J 
JULY 7 - JULY 11 (./') 
BUAD 904-3S GLOBAL STRATEGIC THINKING MTWRF 8·00om-4.00pm PARK 3.00 HAll? ~ JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
BUAD 901-84 LEGAL. ETHICAL & REG ENVIRONMENT MW 6 OOpm-9 30pm KELLY 2.00 HAI3 ::> BUAD 904-94 GLOBAL STRATEGIC THINKING TR 6.00pm·915pm MERRITT 3.00 HAI3 
JUNE 7 - JUNE 17 0 
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL COURSES: See Ms. Cindy Stockwell for brochure, travel details, u pre-assignments, orientation meetings and registration procedures. Tuition plus travel 
fee required. (513-745-3131) 
BUAD 980-01 DOING BUSINESS IN ASIA TBA TBA ZIMMERMAN 3.00 TBA 
BUAD 984-01 DOING BUSINESS IN SOUTH AMERICA TBA TBA- ABU-RASHED 3.00 TBA 
BUSINESS STATISTICS 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
STAT 200-51 INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS STATISTICS TR 2.00pm-515pm STAFF 3 00 HA13 
STAT 801-91 MANAGERIAL STATISTICS TR 600pm915pm LUZADER 300 LND 101 
CHEMISTRY 
•unless otherwise indicated, all labs have a $90 fee. 
MAY 19 - JUNE 27 
CHEM 160-11 GENERAL CHEMISTRY I MTWR 8 00om·9·50om SABA 3.00 LOG 100 
CHEM 161-21 GENERAL CHEMISTRY I LAB TWR 10 00om·12.50pm STROUD 100 LOG 206 
NOTE CHEM 161 21} lob fee $70 
CHEM 240-11 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I MTWRF 7 30om·8 SOom MCLOUGHLIN 3 00 LOG101 
CHEM 241-21 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I LAB MTR 9 OOom-12 20pm MAJETI 100 LOG 305 
CHEM 495-11 DIRECTED STUDY TBA TBA MCLOUGHLIN 100 LOG 103 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 15 
CHEM 162-14 GENERAL CHEMISTRY II MTWR 8 OOom 9:50am MARA WI 300 LOG 100 
CHEM 165-24 GENERAL CHEMISTRY II LAB TWR 1000om 12 SOpm STAFF 100 LOG 206 
CHEM 242-14 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II MTWRF 7 30om-8.50om PARKER 3.00 LOG101 
CHEM 243-24 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II LAB MTR 9.00om·12:20pm HAYNES 100 LOG 305 
CHEM 495-14 DIRECTED STUDY TBA TBA MCLOUGHLIN 100 LOG 103 
MAY 31 - JULY 26 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students permitted on o space available basis. 
Pre-assignment is mandatory: Sunday, May 18th. 
CHEM 102-19 CHEMISTRY IN SOCIETY I s 8.00om·9 59om COHEN 200 LOG 205 
CHEM 103-19 CHEMISTRY IN SOCIETY I LAB s 10~00om-T2 OOpm COHEN 100 LOG 205 
NOTE CHEM 103-19 } Lob fee $70. 
CLASSICS 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
CLAS 130-10 STUDIES IN THE EPIC MTWRF 830om-1215pm CUEVA 300 ALT 202 
e MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet Friday; May 30. 
CLAS 101-91 ANCIENT MEDITERRAN CJV I GREECE TR 6 lSpm-9 30pm SHAW 300 ALT 207 
CLAS 173-91 INTRO TO BIBLE HEBREW I TR 6 15pm-9 30pm SOENKSEN 300 ALT206 
LATN 101-81 ELEMENTARY LATIN I MW 6 lSpm-9 30pm BENDA 3.00 ALT 207 
3 
4 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
• CLAS 102-94 ANCIENT MEDITERRAN CIV II ROME TR 615pm-9:30pm BURNS 300 ALT 207 CLAS 174-94 INTRO TO BIBLE HEBREW II TR 6 15pm-9 30pm SOENKSEN 300 ALT 206 LATN 102-84 ELEMENTARY LATIN II MW 6 15pm-9 30pm BURNS 3.00 ALT 207 
COMMUNICATION ARTS 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
COMM 207-20 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION MTWRF lOOpm-4 45pm TIGHE 3.00 ALT 214 
COMM 223-20 SURVEY OF MASS MEDIA MTWRF l00pm-445pm PATNODE 3.00 ALT 213 
COMM 260-10 ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION MTWRF 8 30am-1215pm FINCH 300 ALT 213 
COMM 334-10 ADVERTISING IN MODERN SOCIETY MTWRF 8.30am-12 15pm MICHELS 300 ALT 201 
COMM 410-20 WAR & PEACE IN LIT & FILM MTWRF 1.00pm-445pm WHITE 300 ALT 201 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
COMM 101-84 ORAL COMMUNICATION MW 615pm9 30pm HAGERTY 3 00 COH 143 
COMM 110-94 ART OF THE FILM TR 6 15pm-9 30pm HAGERTY 300 COH 143 
NOTE COMM 110-94 } Course fee $40 
MAY 31 - JULY 26 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
Pre-assignment is mandatory: Sunday, May 18th. 
COMM 363 19 WRITIEN COMM IN ORGANIZATIONS s 8 30om 12 OOpm HOLTKAMP 3 00 HAI3 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
CJUS 101-10 INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE MTWRF 8 30am·12 15pm HURST 3.00 COH 133B 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, May 30. 
CJUS 365-91 WOMEN IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM TR 6 15pm-9 30pm HURST 3.00 COH 133B 
JULY 7 - JULY 18 
CJUS 167-0S INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK MTWRF 5 30pm-9 15pm LONG 300 COH 133B 
JUNE 16 - JULY 17 
CJUS 321-83 JUVENILE JUSTICE IN A CHG SOC MW 6 00pm·9 45pm RICHARDSON 300 COH35 
CJUS 621-83 JUVENILE JUSTICE IN A CHG SOC MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm RICHARDSON 300 COH35 
JULY 21 - AUGUST 21 
CJUS 210-85 BASIC CONST LAW & AMER JUSTICE I MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm SPRINGMAN 300 COH 35 
CJUS 610-85 BASIC CONST LAW & AMER JUSTICE I MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm SPRINGMAN 300 COH35 
MAY 31 - JULY 26 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
Pre-assignment is mandatory: Sunday, May 18th. 
CJUS 210-19 BASIC CONST LAW & AMER JUSTICE I s 8.30am·1200pm SPRINGMAN 300 COH 133B 
CJUS 610-19 BASIC CONST LAW & AMER JUSTICE I s 8 30am-12 OOpm SPRINGMAN 300 COH 133B 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
CJUS 266-94 CRIME & PERSONALITY TR 6 15pm-9.30pm KAPP 300 ELT 217 
CJUS 566-94 CRIME & PERSONALITY TR 6 lSpm-9 30pm KAPP 300 ELT 217 
ECONOMICS 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
ECON 201-20 MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES MTWRF l .OOpm-4 45pm ABU-RASHED 3.00 HAll 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
• •M,W dasses also meet Friday, May 30. ECON 801-81 MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS MW 6 OOpm-9 15pm WEINBERG 2.00 HAI3 NOTE ECON 801-81} Class meets May 19-June 11. 
ECON 901-81 GLOBAL ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT MW 6 OOpm-9 lSpm COBB 3.00 HAIS 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
ECON 801-84 MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS MW 6 15pm-9 30pm WEINBERG 2.00 HAll (./) NOTE· ECON 801-B4 l Closs meets July 7-July 31. 
ECON 901-B4 GLOBAL ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT MW 6.15pm-9 30pm STAFF 300 HAI5 LU 
EDUCATION (./) 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 ~ 
EDMC 345-10 INTRO TO EDMC COLLAB/CLASS MGMT MTWRF B.30om-1215pm KUCHEY 3.00 COH 192 ::) 
MAY 12 - JUNE 12 0 •M, W classes also meet on Friday, Moy 30. EDAD 543-71 SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION TR 4:00pm-6 30pm BRANDT 3 00 LOG 100 u EDAD 565-91 SCHOOL LAW I TR 6 OOpm-9 45pm CONCANNON 3 00 ALT 224 EDAD 570-81 POLICY PLANNING & EVALUATION MW 4 OOpm-7 45pm TOBERGTE 3.00 ALT 313 
EDAD 660-81 CURR DESIGN & TEACH STRATEGIES MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm STAFF 300 ALT 314 
EDAT 495-21 INTERNSHIP IN ATHLETIC TRAINING MTWR 9.45om-11 20om MASSIE 9 00 SMF3 
NOTE EDAT 495-21 l l1ob11ity insurance fee of $30 
EDAT 595-21 ADV INTERNSHIP IN ATHLETIC TRAIN MTWR 9:45om-11 20om MASSIE 9.00 SMF3 
NOTE EDAT 595-21 l liob11ity insurance fee of $30 
EDCH 324-91 CHILDREN'S LIT FOR EARLY CHILD TR 6 OOpm-9 45pm PHELPS 3.00 ElT 318 
EDCH 501-81 ADVANCED CHILDREN'S LITERATURE MW 6.00pm-9 45pm STAFF 300 ElT 318 
EDCO 536-91 GROUP PROCESS TR 6 OOpm-9 45pm BAYER 3.00 JOS 212 
EDCH 524-91 CHILDREN'S LIT FOR EARLY CHILD TR 6.00pm-945pm PHELPS 300 ELT 318 
EDFD 251-Bl INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY MW 6 OOpm-945pm GEER 3 00 COH 190 
EDFD 502-91 HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION TR 6 OOpm-9 45pm STAFF 300 ALT 313 
EDFD 503-81 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAl PSYCHOLOGY MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm LYNCH 3.00 JOS 206 
EDFD 505-91 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION TR 630pm-10 15pm BRANDT 3.00 LOG 100 
EDFD 507-91 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TR 6 15pm-9 25pm FLICK 2 00 COH 190 
NOTE EDFD 507-91 l Closs meets 5/12-6/ 5. 
EDFD 508-91 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA FLICK 100 TBA 
NOTE EDFD 508-91 l Closs meets 5/12-6/5 
EDMC360 71 MIDDLE SCHOOL MATH STRATEGIES TR 4 OOpm-7 45pm KUCHEY 3.00 COH 192 
EDMC 560-71 MIDDLE SCHOOl MATH STRATEGIES TR 4.00pm-7 45pm KUCHEY 300 COH 192 
EDME 354-91 MONT LANGUAGE ARTS & READ METH MTR 5 OOpm-8 15pm MCKENZIE 300 JOS 111 
NOTE EDME 354-91 l Course fee S36. 
EDME 359 91 FUll DAY CHILD CARE TR 5 OOpm-8 15pm BRONSIL 3 00 ARM3 
NOTE EDME 359-91 l Course fee $10 
EDME 554 91 MONT LANGUAGE ARTS & READ METH MTR 5 OOpm-8 15pm MCKENZIE 3.00 JOS 111 
NOTE EDME 554-91 l Course fee $36. 
EDME 559-91 FULL DAY CHILD CARE METHODS TR 5 OOpm 815pm BRONSIL 3.00 ARM3 
NOTE. EDME 559-91} Course fee $10 
EDPE 392-91 SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOV ED TR 6 OOpm-9 45pm DAVLIN 3 00 SMF2 
EDPE 642-91 SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOV ED TR 6 OOpm-9 45pm DAVLIN 300 SMF2 
EDSM495-01 INTERNSHIP IN SPORT MGMT TBA TBA· OLBERDING 9 00 TBA 
EDSM 523·81 SPORTS ADMINISTRATION SEMINAR MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm QUINN 3 00 SMF3 
EDSM695·01 INTERNSHIP IN SPORT ADMIN TBA TBA- QUINN 900 TBA 
EDSP 200-51 SPED. IDENTIFICATION & ISSUES MWR 4 OOpm-6 40pm HAMILL 3.00 JOS 306 
EDSP 204-51 READ ASSESS & STRAT-LANG PROC PR TW 4.00pm-7 30pm PROFITI 300 ALT 316 
EDSP 374-81 CURR PRAC.MODERATE DISABILITIES MWR 6.50pm-9 30pm HAMill 3.00 JOS 306 
EDSP 500-51 SP ED. IDENTIFICATION & ISSUES MWR 4 OOpm-6 40pm HAMILl 3 00 JOS 306 
EDSP 504-51 READ ASSESS & STRAT-LANG PROC PR TW 4 OOpm-7 30pm PROFm 3.00 ALT 316 
EDSP 574-81 CURR PRAC MODERATE DISABILITIES MWR 6 50pm-9 30pm HAMILl 300 JOS306 
EDSP 581-81 PLAY & ITS ROLE IN DEVEl & LEARN w 4.00pm-8 OOpm DEMARKOWSKI 300 All 317 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet on Friday, May 30. 
EDHR 644 81 MOTIVATION & BEHAVIOR IN ORG MW 6 15pm-9 30pm NAGY 300 ElTll 
EDPE 267-91 PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE TR 6 15pm-9 30pm MASSIE 300 SMFl 
EDPE 667-91 PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE TR 615pm-9 30pm MASSIE 300 SMF1 
EDSM 642-91 SPORT FUND-RAISING TR 6.15pm-9 30pm OLBERDING 3.00 SMF3 
MAY 28 - JULY 2 
•M,W classes also meet on Friday, May 30. 
EDSM 132 OS SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT MW 6 15pm-9 30pm WEISSBUCH 3 00 ALT 318 
5 
6 
JUNE 9 - JULY 2 
EDFD 507-0S EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH MW 6:15pm-9 25pm FLICK 2.00 ALT 223 
EDFD 508-0S EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA· FLICK 1.00 TBA 
JUNE 16 - JULY 10 
EDAD 543-32 SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION MTWR ll40om-ll5pm BRANDT 3.00 HAll 
EDCO 579-12 PSYCHOLOGICAL & ACHIEVE TESTING MTWR 9·35om-11:30om SHUPE 2.00 JOS 212 
EDFD 507-12 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH MTWR 7:30am-9:05am TOWNSEND 2.00 SMF3 
EDFD 507-22 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH MTWR 9:35om-l l;l0om TOWNSEND 2.00 SMF3 
EDFD 507-82 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH MW 6:15pm-9:30pm MORRISON 2.00 ALT 313 
EDFD 508-82 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA· MORRISON 1.00 TBA 
EDFD 508-Al2 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA· TOWNSEND 100 TBA 
EDFD 508-A22 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA· TOWNSEND 100 TBA 
EDSP 401-52 TEACHING SEMINAR R 3:00pm-5:00pm HOCK 2.00 ALT 317 
EDSP 601-52 TEACHING SEMINAR R 3:00pm-5 OOpm HOCK 2.00 ALT 317 
JUNE 16 - JULY 17 
EDAD 548-23 PRINCIPALSHIP MTWR 9 35om-ll 30om BRANDT 3.00 HAll 
EDAD 562-23 POLITICAL STRUCT & PUBLIC RELAT MTWR 9:35om-ll :30om EFFRON 3.00 HA15 
EDAD 564-13 ADMIN OF STAFF PERSONNEL MTWR ?:30om 9 25om EFFRON 3.00 HA15 
EDAD 565-23 SCHOOL LAW I MTWR 9 35om 11 30om BRADLEY 3.00 HAl? 
EDAD 566-33 SCHOOL FINANCE & ECONOMICS MTWR 11 40om-l .35pm STAFF 3.00 HA15 
EDAD 570-13 POLICY PLANNING & EVALUATION MTWR 7·30om-9 25om STAFF 3.00 HAl? 
EDAD 660-33 CURR DESIGN & TEACH STRATEGIES MTWR ll40om-l.35pm BRADLEY 3.00 HAl? 
EDCO 501-93 LIFESPAN DEVELOPMENT TR 6 OOpm-9 45pm OMELTSCHENKO 3.00 JOS 306 
NOTE EDCO 501-93 I For Community Counseling Students Only 
EDCO 509-93 COUNSELING RESEARCH METHODS TR 6 OOpm-9 45pm O'CONNELL 3.00 JOS 212 
NOTE: EDCO 509-93 } For Community Counseling Students Only 
EDCO 533-23 COUNSELING THEORIES & TECHNIQUES MTWR 9 .35om-1130om RICHARDSON 3.00 JOS 206 
EDCO 536-33 GROUP PROCESS MTWR 11 40om-l 35pm RICHARDSON 3.00 JOS 212 
EDCO 537-83 ORG & ADM OF COUNSELING SERVICES MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm JOSEPH 300 JOS 212 
NOTE EDCO 537 83 I For School Counseling Students Only 
EDCO 630-83 HIST & SYST IN COMMUNITY COUNSEL MW 6 OOpm-8 30pm LYNCH 2.00 JOS 306 
EDCO 631-53 COUNSELING ETHICS AND ISSUES MW 4 OOpm-6 OOpm O'CONNELL 2.00 JOS 212 
EDCO 636-13 CAREER COUNSELING MTWR 7 30om-9 25om SHUPE 300 JOS 206 
EDCO 638-93 CROSS-CULTURAL COUNSELING TR 6 OOpm ·8 30pm STAFF 2.00 JOS 206 
EDCO 640-83 FAMILY RELATIONS MW 6 l5pm-8 45pm O'CONNELL 2.00 JOS 206 
EDCO 669-43 COUNSELING PRACTICUM I MTWR 1 45pm-3 40pm OMELTSCHENKO 300 JOS 212 
NOTE: EDCO 669-43} Liability Insurance $30 
EDCO 670-01 SCHOOL COUNSELING INTERNSHIP MTWR l45pm-340pm ANDERSON 2-6 JOS 206 
EDCO 670-02 SCHOOL COUNSELING INTERNSHIP MTWR 1 45pm-3 40pm ANDERSON 2-6 JOS 206 
EDCO 671-01 COUNSELING INTERNSHIP MTWR 1 45pm-3 40pm ANDERSON 2-6 JOS 206 
EDCO 671-02 COUNSELING INTERNSHIP MTWR 1 45pm-3 40pm ANDERSON 2-6 JOS 206 
EDCO 671-03 COUNSELING INTERNSHIP MTWR 145pm-3 40pm ANDERSON 2-6 JOS 206 
EDCO 773-53 COUNSELING PRACTICUM II MTWR 4 OOpm-6 OOpm NORDLOH 200 JOS 206 
EDFD 251-23 INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY MTWR 9 35om-11 30om CO TIER 300 ELT 101 
EDFD 260-33 CULTURAL DIVERSI1Y IN EDUCATION MTWR ll40om-l35pm VAUGHAN 300 SMF2 
EDFD 501-33 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION MTWR ll40om-l 35pm KESSINGER 3.00 HAI9 
EDFD 502-23 HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION MTWR 9 35om 11 30om KESSINGER 3.00 HAI9 
EDFD 502-83 HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm STAFF 300 ALT 314 
EDFD 503-33 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY MTWR 11 40om-1 35pm DURKEE 300 ARM2 
EDFD 503-43 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY MTWR 1140om-l35pm STARK 300 JOS 206 
EDFD 505-13 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION MTWR 7 30om-9·25om BURNS 3.00 COH 194 
EDFD 505-23 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION MTWR 9 35om-11 30om BOOTHE 3.00 HA119 
EDFD 505-93 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION TR 6 OOpm-9 45pm STAFF 300 ARM2 
EDFD 560-23 CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN EDUCATION MTWR 9 35om-1130om VAUGHAN 300 SMF2 
EDME 351-43 MONTESSORI ED PHIL APPROACH MTWR l OOpm-2 35pm BRONSIL 300 JOSlll 
EDME 353-93 MONT MATH & GEOMETRY METHODS MTR 5 OOpm-8 15pm MCKENZIE 3.00 JOS 111 
NOTE. EDME 353-93} Course fee $76 
EDME 363-43 EARLY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT MTWR l 45pm-3 40pm HANDEL 300 ARM3 
NOTE. EDME 363-43 } Course fee $10 
EDME 364-23 EARLY CHILDHOOD/MONTESSORI METH MTWR 9:35om-l2 OOpm STAFF 3.00 JOS 113 
NOTE. EDME 364-23} Course fee $68. 
EDME 376-93 PHONICS SKILLS FOR EARLY CHILDHD MTR 5 OOpm-8 l5pm BOSSERT 3.00 JOS 113 
NOTE EDME 376-93} Course fee $31 
• 
EDME 551-43 MONTESSORI ED PHIL APPROACH MTWR l:OOpm-2 35pm BRONSIL 3.00 JOS lll 
EDME 553-93 MONT MATH & GEOMETRY METHODS MTR 5:00pm-815pm MCKENZIE 3.00 JOS lll 
NOTE EDME 553 93 I Course fee $76 
EDME 563-43 EARLY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT MTWR 1 45pm-3 40pm HANDEL 300 ARM3 
NOTE. EDME 563· 431 Course fee $10 
EDME 564-23 EARLY CHILDHOOD/MONTESSORI METH MlWR 
NOTE: EDME 564-23 l Course fee $68. 
9 35om-12:00pm STAFF 300 JOS 113 
EDME 576-93 PHONICS SKILLS FOR EARLY CHILDHD MTR 5 OOpm-8 15pm BOSSERT 3 00 JOS 113 (j) NOTE. EDME 576-93 l Course fee $31. 
EDSM 625-93 HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC ADMIN TR 5 30pm-9 15pm FLYNN 3.00 ELT 318 L.U EDSP 200-53 SP ED: IDENTIFICATION & ISSUES MW 4 00pm-7·45pm NICHOLAS 3.00 SMF3 
EDSP 200-93 SP ED: IDENTIFICATION & ISSUES TR 6 00pm-9:45pm GOINGS 3.00 ARM3 (j) EDSP 201-13 INTRO TO EMOTIONALLY DIST CHILD MlWR ?30om-9:25am SETA 3.00 HAll 
EDSP 362-93 M/M SUPPORT SERVICES TR 6 00pm-9:45pm HAWKINS 3.00 ALT 224 Ck::: EDSP 363-13 SPED: ASSESSMENT & EVALUATION MlWR ?.30om-9:25am CHURCH-KISSEL 3.00 JOS 212 
NOTE: EDSP 363-13 l Course fee $20. ::J EDSP 364-23 DAP INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS MlWR 9 35om-11:30om MERRILL 3.00 JOS 306 
EDSP 380-43 CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT MlWR 1:45pm-3 40pm GREEN 3.00 JOS 306 0 EDSP 393-13 ECSPED. CURRICULUM PRACTICES MlWR 7 30om-9·25om HOCK 3 00 JOS 306 EDSP 500-53 SP ED: IDENTIFICATION & ISSUES MW 4:00pm-7:45pm NICHOLAS 3.00 SMF3 
EDSP 500-93 SP ED: IDENTIFICATION & ISSUES TR 6.00pm-9 .45pm GOINGS 3.00 ARM3 u EDSP 501-13 INTRO TO EMOTIONALLY DIST CHILD MlWR 7 30om-9 25om SETA 3.00 HAll 
EDSP 503-53 SP ED: COMM & COLLABORATION MlWR 4:00pm-5 55pm BREEN 300 JOS 306 
EDSP 562-93 MIM SUPPORT SERVICES TR 6 OOpm-9 45pm HAWKINS 3 00 ALT 224 
EDSP 563-13 SP ED: ASSESSMENT & EVALUATION MlWR 7 30om-9 25om CHURCH-KISSEL 3.00 JOS 212 
NOTE. EDSP 563-13 l Course fee $20 
EDSP 564-23 DAP INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS MlWR 9:35om-11 :30om MERRILL 3.00 JOS 306 
EDSP 579-43 AUTISM AND POD lWR l45pm-3 45pm NICHOLS 300 LND 103 
EDSP 580-4A CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT MlWR 145pm-3 40pm STAFF 300 ARM2 
EDSP 593-13 ECSPED CURRICULUM PRACTICES MlWR 7 30om ·9 25om HOCK 3.00 JOS 306 
JUNE 16 - JULY 24 
EDAD 572-83 EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY MW 6 15pm-9 30pm STAFF 300 ALT 223 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
EDCO 566-94 CRIME & PERSONALITY TR 615pm-9 30pm KAPP 3 00 ELT 217 
EDSM 495-04 INTERNSHIP IN SPORT MGMT TBA TBA- OLBERDING 9 00 TBA 
EDSM 695-04 INTERNSHIP IN SPORT ADMIN TBA TBA- QUINN 900 TBA 
JULY 21 - AUGUST 14 
EDAD 561-25 ADMIN OF PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICE MlWR 1000om-1145om STAFF 2.00 Ell 217 
JULY 21 - AUGUST 21 
EDCO 533-85 COUNSELING THEORIES & TECHNIQUES MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm LYNCH 300 JOS 206 
EDCO 536-95 GROUP PROCESS TR b OOpm-9 45pm SHERWOOD 300 JOS 212 
EDFD 503-85 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm FERGUSON 300 JOS 212 
EDFD 503-95 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY TR 6 OOpm-9 45pm BREEN 300 JOS 206 
EDFD 503-A5 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm MORRISON 300 ELT 217 
EDFD 507-95 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TR 600pm 900pm STAFF 200 • ELT 318 
EDFD 508-95 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER T.BA TBA- STAFF 1.00 TBA 
EDUCATlON COHORT PROGRAM STUDENTS ONLY 
MAY 12 - JUNE 12 
EDCH 524-21 CHILDREN'S LIT FOR EARLY CHILD MlWR 9.35om-1130om PROSAK-BERES 300 COH35 
EDRE 512-41 READING METHODS FOR EARLY CHILD MlWR 2:00pm-3:55pm HOLBROOK 300 COH14 
EDRE 569-31 PHONICS & FOUNDATION OF LITERACY MlWR 11:40om-135pm HOLBROOK 300 COH14 
EDRE 671-71 CONTENT AREA LITERACY MW 4.00pm-7 45pm STAFF 3.00 COH14 
EDRE 678-31 DIAGNOSIS/CORRECT OF READ DISAB MlWR 11:40om-l 35pm PROSAK-BERES 3.00 COH35 
JUNE 23 - JULY 24 
EDEC 555-0S EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE/PRACTICES MlWR 9:35om-135pm STAFF 6.00 ARM3 
NOTE EDEC 555-0S l Early Childhood Cohort Only 
READING ENDORSEMENT COURSES 
JUNE 16 - JULY 11 
EDRE 269-23 PHONICS & FOUNDATION OF LITERACY MlWRF 9·35om-ll30om SKIDMORE 3.00 COH35 
EDRE 269-33 PHONICS & FOUNDATION OF LITERACY MlWRF 1140om-l-35pm SKIDMORE 300 COH35 
EDRE 471-23 CONTENT AREA LITERACY MlWRF 9 35om-ll: 30om YATER 3.00 COH14 
EDRE 471-33 CONTENT AREA LITERACY MlWRF 1140om-1:35pm YATER 300 COH14 
EDRE 472-33 THEORIES OF READING MlWRF 1140om-1:35pm GRAY 300 COH 133B 
EDRE 472-43 THEORIES OF READING MlWRF 1.45pm-340pm GRAY 200 COH 133B 
EDRE 478-43 DIAGNOSIS/CORRECT OF READ DISAB MlWRF 145pm-3:40pm BARNHART 300 COH14 
7 
8 
EDRE 569-23 PHONICS & FOUNDATION OF LITERACY MlWRF 9·35om-11:30am SKIDMORE 3.00 COH35 
EDRE 569-33 PHONICS & FOUNDATION OF LITERACY MlWRF 1140om-135pm SKIDMORE 3.00 COH35 
EDRE 671-23 CONTENT AREA LITERACY MlWRF 9 3Som-1130om YATER 3.00 COH14 
EDRE 671-33 CONTENT AREA LITERACY MlWRF 1140om-1 35pm YATER 3 00 COH14 
EDRE 672-33 THEORIES OF READING MlWRF 1L40om-1 35pm GRAY 300 COH 133B 
EDRE 672-43 THEORIES OF READING MlWRF 14Spm-3 40pm GRAY 2.00 COH 133B 
EDRE 678-43 DIAGNOSIS/CORRECT OF READ DISAB MlWRF 1 45pm-340pm BARNHART 3.00 COH14 
JULY 14 - JULY 25 
EDRE 479-0A PRACTICUM IN READING MlWRF 9 OOom-3 OOpm PROSAK-BERES 3 00 COH35 
EDRE 679-0A PRACTICUM IN READING MlWRF 9 OOom-3 OOpm PROSAK-BERES 3 00 COH 35 
ENGLISH 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
ENGL 130-10 STUDIES IN THE EPIC MlWRF 8.30om 12 15pm CUEVA 3 00 ALT 202 
ENGL 495-20 CULTURAL STUDIES MlWRF 1 OOpm-4 45pm WILLIAMS 3.00 ALT 202 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
ENGL 205-81 LITERATURE & MORAL IMAGINATION MW 615pm 930pm GETZ 300 ALT 214 
JUNE 16 - JULY 24 
ENGL 605-83 RELIGION AND LITERATURE MW 615pm 930pm FONTANA 3.00 ALT 217 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
ENGL 101-84 ENGLISH COMPOSITION MW 6 lSpm-9 30pm TIMBERLAKE 300 ALT 202 
ENGL 124-94 STUDIES IN FICTION TR 6 lSpm-9 30pm RAINEY 3 00 ALT 202 
ENGL 602-94 SEMINAR IN INTERTEXTUALITY TR 6 15pm·9 30pm GETZ 3 00 ALT 213 
MAY 31 - JULY 26 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Others students permitted on a space available basis. 
Pre-assignment is mandatory: Sunday, May 18th. 
ENGL 124 19 STUDIES IN FICTION s 830om-1200pm CLINE-BAILEY 3 00 All 202 
ENGL 205-29 LITERATURE & MORAL IMAGINATION s 12.45pm-4 15pm SNODGRASS 300 ALT 202 
NOTE. ENGL 205-29} Closs will meet Sunday, June 8th 
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 
MAY 19 - AUGUST 8 
Students must register through the Center for English as a Second language. 
ESLG 110-SlD BEGINNING REAOING/WRITING MlWRF 12.00pm 1 40pm STAFf ALT 302 
ESLG 111-21R BEGINNING GRANINIAR MlWRF 9 00om-9.50om STAFF ALT 302 
ESLG 113-31R BEGINNING LISTENING/SDEAKING MlWRF 10.00om-10.50om STAFF ALT 302 
ESLG 115-61A CONV ENGLISH THROUGH VIDEO I MWF lSOpm-2 40pm STAFF ALT 302 
ESLG 120-510 INTERMEDIATE READING/WRITING MlWRF 1200pm140pm STAFF 200 ALT 324 
ESLG 121-21R INTERMEDIATE GRAMMAR MlWRF 9 DOom 9:50am STAFF 200 ALT 324 
ESLG 122-31R INTERMEDIATE LISTEN/DISCUSSION MTWRF 10.00om-10.50om STAFF 100 ALT 324 
ESLG 125-510 HIGH INTERMEDIATE READ/WRITING MlWRF 12 OOpm-1 40pm STAFF 2 00 ALT 301 
ESLG 127-21R HIGH INTERMEDIATE GRAMMAR MlWRF 9 OOom-9 SOom STAFF 200 ALT 301 
ESLG 129-31R HIGH INTERMEDIATE LISTEN/DISCUSS MlWRF 10 OOom-10 SOom STAFF 100 All 301 
ESLG 130-510 ADVANCED READING/WRITING MlWRF 12.00pm-1 40pm STAFF 2.00 ALT 307 
ESLG 131-21R ADVANCED GRANINIAR MlWRF 9 OOom-9 SOom STAFF 200 ALT 307 
ESLG 133-31R ADVANCED LISTENING/DISCUSSION MTWRF 10 OOom-10 SOom STAFF 100 ALT 301 
ESLG 138-31R TOEFL PREPARATION MlWRF 10 OOom-10 SOom STAFF 100 All 307 
ESLG 140-61A ORAL FLUENCY TR 1 SOpm-2 40pm STAFF ALT 302 
FINANCE 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
• FINC 300-81 BUSINESS FINANCE MW 6 OOpm-915pm • PAWLUKIEWICZ 3.00 HAI7 FINC 801-91 CORPORATE FINANCE TR 6 OOpm-9 15pm WEBB 3.00 HAI3 FINC 901-91 MANAGERIAL FINANCE TR 6 OOpm-9 15pm PAWLUKIEWICZ 3 00 HA19 
FINC 902-91 INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT TR 6 OOpm-9 15pm JOHNSON 300 HAll 
FINC 921 81 OPTIONS & FUTURES MARKETS MW 6.00pm-9 1Spm JOHNSON 3.00 HAll 
MAY 19 - AUGUST 14 
FINC 901-01 MANAGERIAL FINANCE TBA TBA- CAGLE 3.00 TBA 
NOTE. FINC 901-01 l Course delivered over Internet. Knowledge of Excel is requ1red. (f) 
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION LU 
MAY 20 - JULY 26 (f) 
HESA 515-2H HEALTH CARE WORKFORCE STRATEGY T 1.00pm 3.30pm MATUS 2.00 COH 187 ~ HESA 529-2H INFO SYSTEMS FOR HEALTH SERVICES w 1 30pm-4 OOpm WYANT 200 COH 187 
HESA 559-2H FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF H.C. ORG TR 1 30pm-3 30pm WYANT 3.00 COH 110 ::J HESA 559-3H FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF H.C. ORG w 6 OOpm-9 45pm WYANT 3.00 COH 110 
HESA 579-3H HEALTH POLICY & POLICY ANALYSIS R 6:00pm-8 30pm REAMY 200 COH 187 0 HESA 599-3H INTEGRATIVE SEM ON HLTH SVCS ADM T 6 00pm-8:30pm MATUS 2 00 COH 187 HESA 603-2H PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT Ill R 10:00om-ll:30om SCHICK COH 110 
HESA 646-3H MARKETING IN A MANAGED CARE ENV M 6.00pm 8 30pm STAFF 2.00 COH 187 u HESA 655-1H ADMIN OF AGENCIES SERVING AGED w 8 30om- 12 15pm BAYOWSKI 3 00 COH 186 
HESA 662-3H MEDICAL GROUP MANAGEMENT w 6 OOpm- 9 45pm HAYES 3 00 COH 187 
HESA 720-1H INSTITUTION & COMMUNITY ANALYSIS TBA TBA STAFF• 2 00 TBA 
HESA 730-1H PRACTICUM IN EXECUTIVE DEVEL I TBA TBA- STAFF 2.00 TBA 
HESA 750-1H MASTER'S PROJECT I TBA TBA STAFF 3 00 TBA 
HESA 751-1H MASTER'S PROJECT II TBA TBA STAFF 3.00 TBA 
HISTORY 
MAY 12 - JUNE 12 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
HIST 387-81 USSR SINCE 1917 MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm KORROS 3.00 ALT 218 
HIST 588-81 USSR SINCE 1917 MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm KORROS 3 00 ALT 218 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M, W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
HIST 133-91 EUROPEAN HISTORY I TR 6 15pm-9 30pm KORROS 3 00 ALT 214 
HIST 143-81 US HISTORY I MW 6 15pm-9 30pm ANDERSON 3.00 ALT 219 
HIST 143-91 US HISTORY I TR 6 15pm-9 30pm ANDERSON 300 ALT 219 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
HIST 134-94 EUROPEAN HISTORY II TR 6 15pm-9 30pm STAFF 3.00 ALT 214 
HIST 144-84 US HISTORY II MW 6 15pm-9 30pm SIMON 300 ALT 214 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
MAY 12 - MAY 16 
HRES 200-0S HUMAN RESOURCES IN A DIVERSE SOC MTWR 9.00om-5 30pm BERTAUX 300 HAI7 
F 9.00om-1 OOpm STAFF HAI7 
MAY 9 & MAY 19-22 
Individuals cannot register for class without attending the first session on 
Friday, MAY 9th, 5:30pm-9:00pm. 
HRES 903-0S WORKFORCE DIVERSITY ISSUES MTWR 9 OOom-5 30pm BERTAUX 3 00 HAI7 
MAY 13 - JUNE 3 
HRES 901-91 INTRO TO HUMAN RESOURCES TR 6.00pm-9 15pm OUENEAU 200 ALT 217 
MAY 17-18 & MAY 24-25 
HRES 901-1S INTRO TO HUMAN RESOURCES SL 9 OOom-4 30pm OUENEAU 200 HA17 
JULY 26 & AUGUST 2-16 
HRES 901-2S INTRO TO HUMAN RESOURCES s 900om 4 30pm FIORE-KITTELL 2 00 HAI7 
JULY 21 - AUGUST 21 
HRES 330-95 INDUSTRIAL/ORG PSYCHOLOGY TR 6 OOpm-9 45pm MULLINS 3 00 ELTll 
MAY 31 - JULY 26 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM ClASS. other students permitted on a space available basis. 
Pre-assignment is mandatory: Sunday, May 18th. 
HRES 495-29 CURRENT HUMAN RESOURCES PROS s 1245pm 4 15pm GORDON 3 00 HA15 
9 
10 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
During priority registration, only students with INFO concentrations will be eligible to 
t 
register for INFO courses. After priority, classes are open to all students. 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
INFO 200-20 MANAGING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MTWRF l.OOpm-4:4Spm SENA 3 00 HAllS 
INFO 250-20 INTRO TO STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING MTWRF 1 OOpm-4 45pm TESCH 3.00 HA14 
INFO 3S8-10 DATA MODELING AND MANAGEMENT MTWRF 8:30am-12.15pm CRABLE 3.00 HAI4 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, Moy 30. 
INFO 329-91 DATA MINING TR 6.1Spm-9:30pm CRABLE 3.00 HAllS 
GUNNARSSON 
INFO 903-0S SYSTEMS OF OPERATIONS & TECH TBA TBA- SENA 3.00 TBA 
NOTE INFO 903-0S lIs an Internet class. There is a mandatory meehng on Wed, May 14th 6 00-9 OOpm in HAI4 
INFO 9S0-81 IT PROJECT MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS MW 6 lSpm-9 30pm CABRERA 300 HAllS 
INFO 974-91 DATABASE MANAGEMENT TR 6 lSpm-9 30pm CEVJK 3.00 HA1 4 
JUNE 21, 28, JULY 12, 19, 26 
INFO 965-0S EXPLORING GLOBAL NETWORK ECONOMY s 9 OOam-4 30pm DEMAIO 300 HAllS 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
INFO 903-84 SYSTEMS OF OPERATIONS & TECH MW 6 lSpm-9 30pm THOMPSON 3.00 HAI9 
INFO 904-0S CONCEPTS OF MANAGERIAL COMP TECH TBA TBA- BRAUN 300 TBA 
NOTE: INFO 904-0S lIs an Internet class 
INFO 926-84 KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT MW 6 lSpm-9 30pm HALE 300 HAI7 
MANAGEMENT & ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
JUNE 21, 28 & JULY 12, 19 
ENTR 931-lS CORPORATE INTRAPRENEURSHIP s 830am300pm BYRNES 2 00 HAll 
MAY 12 - MAY 16 
MGMT 901 lS MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS MTWRF 900am300pm KILBOURNE 200 HA12 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
MGMT 300 80 MANAGERIAL BEHAVIOR MTWRF S 30pm-9:30pm MERRm 300 ALT 217 
NOTE. MGMT 300-80 l Course fee 512. 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
Unless otherwise noted, classes will meet for the entire session. 
MGMT 300 91 MANAGERIAL BEHAVIOR TR 6 15pm-9 30pm IACOBUCCI 3 00 ALT 318 
NOTE MGMT 300-91 } Course fee 512. 
MGMT 301-lS MANAGERIAL COMMUNICATIONS MTWRF 9 OOam-3 OOpm CLARK 200 HA12 
NOTE· MGMT 301-lS} Class meets May 19-May 23 
MGMT 901-81 MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS MW 6.00pm-9:3Spm STAFF 2 00 HAI2 
NOTE MGMT 901-81} Class meets May 19-June 11 
MGMT 902 91 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS TR 6 00pm-9:3Spm BURKHART 200 HA12 
NOTE MGMT 902-91 } Class meets May 20-June 10 
MGMT 944-81 MOTIVATION & BEHAVIOR IN ORG MW 6 15pm-9 30pm NAGY 300 ELT 11 
MGMT 9461S PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT MTWRF 8 00am-5.00pm KILBOURNE 300 HAl S 
NOTE MGMT 946-lS J Class meets May 19-May 23 
MAY 24 - JUNE 14 
MGMT 903-lS OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT s 8.30am-3 OOpm BLAYLOCK 200 HAll 
MAY 31 - JULY 26 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
Pre-assignment is mandatory: Sunday, May 18th. 
MGMT 310-29 TEAMWORK & TEAM BUILDING s 124Spm-4:15pm IACOBUCCI 300 HA13 e t JUNE 2 - JUNE 26 
MGMT 902 lS INTERPERSONAL SKILLS MTWRF 9 00am-3:00pm RIESZ 2.00 HAI2 
JULY 7 - JULY 29 
*Unless otherwise noted, classes will meet for the entire session. (./) MGMT 901-84 MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS MW 6.00pm-9:35pm STAFF 2 00 ALT 222 
MGMT 902-94 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS TR 6:00pm-9·35pm BURKHART 200 HAl l LU MGMT 903-84 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT MW 6 00pm-9:35pm CONVERY 2.00 HAI2 
JULY 11-13 & AUGUST 1-3 (./) 
•course fee $85 ~ MGMT 914-lS PRINCIPLES OF LEADERSHIP F 6 00pm-9.30pm SHRIBERG 3 00 HAI2 ~ SL 8 30om-5 OOpm JULY 14-16 & AUGUST 4-5 
•course fee $85 0 MGMT 914-2S PRINCIPLES OF LEADERSHIP MTW '8 30om ·5 OOpm SHRIBERG 3 00 HAI2 
JULY 21 - AUGUST 21 u 
*Unless otherwise noted, classes will meet for the entire session. 
MGMT 321-95 INDUSTRIAUORG PSYCHOLOGY TR 6 00pm-945pm MULLINS 3 00 ELTll 
MGMT 903-2S OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT TR 6 OOpm-9 3Spm CONVERY 2.00 ALT 222 
NOTE MGMT 903-2S l Closs meets July 22 August 12 
MARKETING 
MAY 10,11,31 & JUNE 1 
MKTG 970-lS ETHICAL ISSUES IN MARKETING s~ 8 00om-6.30pm AHUJA 3.00 HAI2 
MAY 17,18 & JUNE 7,8 
MKTG 970-2S ETHICAL ISSUES IN MARKETING SL 8.00om-6 30pm AHUJA 3.00 HA12 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
*M, W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
MKTG 300 · ~ 1 PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING MTWR 945om-ll 20om MANOLIS 300 HAI3 
MKTG370-81 CONSUMER BEHAVIOR MW 6 15pm-9 30pm MANOLIS 300 HA19 
MKTG801-81 MARKETING CONCEPTS MW 6 15pm-9 30pm STAFF 2 00 LND 101 
NOTE· MKTG 801-81} Closs meets May 19-June 11 
MKTG901-81 MARKETING STRATEGY MW 6 15pm-9 30pm CURRAN 300 HAI19 
MKTG901-91 MARKETING STRATEGY TR 6.15pm-9:30pm CURRAN 300 ALT 213 
MKTG 902-81 MARKETING RESEARCH MW 6 15pm-9 30pm SHEA 3 00 ALT 213 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
MKTG 300· 24 PRINCIPLES OF MARKlTING MTWR 9 4Som-11 20om BURNS 300 ALT 222 
MKTG 330-34 RETAILING MARKETING MTWR 1·15pm-2 50pm BURNS 3 00 HAI3 
MKTG 357-24 INTERNET MARKETING MTWR 9 4Som-ll 20om HEATH 3 00 HAI3 
MKTG 801-84 MARKETING CONCEPTS MW 6:1Spm-9 30pm HEATH 2.00 ALT 218 
NOTE MKTG 801-84 } Ooss meets July 7 -July 30 
MKTG 901-94 MARKETING STRATEGY TR 6 15pm-9 30pm STAFF 300 HAI5 
MATHEMATICS 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
MATH 116, 120 & 150 All require a n-83 Graphing calculator. 
MATH 115-81 TOPICS IN APPL ED MATHEMA71CS MW 6 15pm-9 30pm TRUNNELL 300 ALT 221 
MATH 116-91 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS TR 6.15pm-9 30pm TRUNNELL 300 ALT 221 
MATH 120-91 ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS TR 6 15pm-9.30pm STAAT 300 ALT 223 
MATH 150-81 ELEMENTS OF CALCULUS I MW 6 15pm-9 30pm ROSSA 300 ALT 224 
JUNE 2 - JULY 24 
MATH 170-23 CALC ILUS I MTWR 9:35om-1130om SNODGRASS 4 00 ALT 223 
JUNE 16 - JULY 17 
MATH 111-23 PPINCir'"..ES OF GEOMETRY MTWR 9.35om-11:30om BERRY 300 ALT 213 
NOTE Moth 111-23} Open to educollon maJOrs only 
1 1 
12 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
MATH 116, 150 & 1'56 AU require a n-83 Graphing calculator. 
MATH 105-94 FUNDAMENTALS OF MATH TR 6 15pm-9:30pm STAFF 
MATH 116-94 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS TR 615pm-9·30pm OTERO 
MATH 150-84 ELEMENTS OF CALCULUS I MW 6:15pm-9:30pm STAAT 
MATH 156-84 GENERAL STATISTICS MW 615pm-9:30pm OTERO 
300 LND 103 
3.00 LND101 
3.00 ALT 221 
3.00 ALT 224 
JUNE 16 - JULY 24 
MATH 210-93 ELEMENTARY LINEAR ALGEBRA TR 6:15pm-9:30pm BERRY 3.00 ALT 217 
MAY 31 - JULY 26 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
Pre-assignment is mandatory: Sunday, May 18th. 
MATH 115-19 TOPICS IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS S 8:30om-12:00pm BUTZ 3.00 HAl 5 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W,R classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
ASLN 101-51 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE I MWR 4 OOpm-6 15pm MILLER 300 LOG101 
ASLN 101-61 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE I MWR 4 OOpm-6 15pm MONAHAN 300 LOG 205 
ASLN 101-71 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE I MWR 6 30pm-845pm MILLER 300 LOG101 
FREN 101-61 ELEMENTARY FRENCH I MWR 5 30pm-7 45pm STAFF 300 ALT 307 
SPAN 101-61 ELEMENTARY SPANISH I MWR 5 30pm-7 45pm MERZ 300 ALT 323 
SPAN 101-A1 ELEMENTARY SPANISH I MWR 5.30pm-7 45pm WHARRAM 3.00 ALT 324 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
ASLN 102·54 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE II MWR 3 OOpm-5 15pm LERMAN 3.00 LOG101 
ASLN 102 74 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE II MWR 5 30pm-7 45pm LERMAN 3.00 LOG101 
FREN 102-64 ELEMENTARY FRENCH II MWR 5 30pm-7.45pm STAFF 300 ALT 307 
SPAN 102-64 ELEMENTARY SPANISH II MWR 5 30pm-7 45pm VASSILIOU 300 ALT 323 
SPAN 102-74 ELEMENTARY SPANISH II MWR 5 30pm-7 45pm WHARRAM 300 ALT 324 
MUSIC 
MAY 18, 24, 25, 31 
•MANDATORY PRE-ASSIGNMENT: Sunday, May 4 @ 12:00-2:00pm. 
MUSC lll-19 MUSIC THE ART OF LISTENING SL 9 OOom-5 OOpm SKEIRIK 3 00 EDC 204 
NOTE MUSC lll-19 } Weekend degree students ore excused for 2 hours from the 5/18 sess1on A makeup sess1on will be provided 
MAY 12 - MAY 16 
MUSC 112-0S MUSIC. NOWI 
MAY 31 - JULY 26 
MTWR 9 00om-5.30pm SKEIRIK 3 00 EDC 204 
F 9 OOom-lOOpm 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
Pre-assignment is mandatory: Sunday, May 18th. 
MUSC 114-19 JAZZ. AMERICAN CREATIVE MUSIC S 8.30am-12:00pm DEFOOR 3 00 EDC 103 
NURSING 
MAY 5 - JUNE 6 
NURS 130-21 WAYS OF KNOWING TBA TBA- SCHMID 300 TBA 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
NURS 468 71 FROM ACUPUNCTURE-ZINC PAIN MGMT MTWRF 5.30pm-9 15pm KING 300 COH 128A 
NURS 496-02 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT II TBA TBA- AUGSPURGER 300 TBA 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
NURS 507-01 MGMT HUMAN RESOURCES-HEALTHCARE TBA TBA- RIEG 2.00 TBA 
NURS 600-01 HEALTHCARE ECONOMICS FOR NURSE TBA TBA- RIEG 2.00 TBA 
NURS 703-01 GRADUATE NURSING PRACTICUM I TBA TBA- RIEG 2.00 TBA 
NOTE. NURS 703-01} Liability insurance fee $15. 
NURS 70501 GRADUATE NURSING PRACTICUM II TBA TBA- RIEG 2.00 TBA 
NURS 797-01 SCHOLARLY PROJECT TBA TBA- RIEG 2.00 TBA 
• 
' 
MAY 19 - AUGUST 8 
NURS 333-02 HEALTH ASSESSMENT TBA TBA- AUGSPURGER 2.00 TBA (,/) NOTE. NURS 333-02 } Liability insurance fee $15 
OCCUPATIONAL]HERAPY L.U (,/) 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 ~ •M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
All OCTH classes have a $15 Uability Insurance Fee. :::> OCTH 315-01 LEVEL I FIELD WORK A TBA TBA- MILLER 1.00 TBA 
OOH 325-01 LEVEL I FIELD WORK B TBA TBA- MILLER 100 TBA 0 OCTH 407-01 LEVEL II FIELD WORK A TBA TBA- MILLER 3.00 TBA OCTH 408-01 LEVEL II FIELD WORK B TBA TBA- MILLER 3.00 TBA 
OCTH 409-01 LEVEL II FIELD WORK C TBA TBA- MILLER 3 00 TBA u OCTH 415-01 lEVEli.A FIELD WORK TBA TBA- MILLER 100 TBA 
OOH 425-01 LEVEL I FIELD WORK B TBA TBA- MILLER 100 TBA 
OOH 435-01 LEVEll FIELD WORK C TBA TBA- MILLER 100 TBA 
OCTH 440-01 LEVEL I FIELD WORK C TBA TBA- MILLER 100 TBA 
OCTH 467-01 LEVEL II FIELD WORK A TBA TBA- MILLER 3 00 TBA 
OCTH468-01 LEVEL II FIELD WORK B TBA TBA- MILLER 3.00 TBA 
OCTH 469-01 LEVEL II FIELD WORK C TBA TBA- MILLER 3.00 TBA 
PHILOSOPHY 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
PHIL 321-10 BUSINESS ETHICS MTWRF 8 30om-12.15pm STAFF 300 ALT 217 
PH1l329-20 BIOETHICS MTWRF 1·00pm-4 45pm GENDREAU 3.00 All 217 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
PHIL100-21 ETHICS AS INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY MTWR 945om-1120om POll 3 00 ALT 218 
PHIL290-31 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE MTWR 11 .30om-1 OSpm KRUSE 3 00 ALT 218 
PHIL329-81 BIOETHICS MW 615pm-9.30pm QUINN 300 ALT 222 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
PHIL290-14 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE MTWR 8 OOom-9 35om COLELLA 3.00 All 214 
PHIL 290-94 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE TR 6 15pm-9 30pm COLELLA 3.00 All 218 
PHIL321-24 BUSINESS ETHICS MTWR 945om-11 20om STAFF 3.00 ALT 214 
MAY 31 - JULY 26 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASSES. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
Pre-assignment is mandatory: Sunday, May 18th. 
PHIL100-19 ETHICS AS INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY s 8 30om-12 OOpm SZYMKOWIAK 3.00 All 213 
PHIL290-19 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE s 8:30om-12 OOpm STAFF 300 All 214 
PHIL317-29 PHILOSOPHICAL ANTHROPOLOGY s 1245pm-415pm SZYMKOWIAK 300 ALT 213 
PHYSICS 
•All labs have an $85 fee. 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
PHYS 112-10 OUR UNIVERSE COLOR & IMAGES MTWRF 8:30om-11.00om TOEPKER 2.00 LND 101 
PHYS 113-20 dUR UNIVERSE COLOR & IMAGES LAS MTWRF 1115om-1 OOpm TOEPKER 100 LND 203 
PHYS 118-10 OUR UNIVERSE THE SKY MTWRF 8:30om-ll00om HERBERT 200 LND 103 
PHYS 119-20 OUR UNIVERSE THE SKY LAB MTWRF 1115om-l00pm HERBERT 100 LND 201 
MAY 12 - JUNE 19 
PHYS 116-91 OUR UNIVERSE THE EARTH TR 6 15pm-8 OOpm KOENIG 2.00 LND 103 
PHYS 117-A1 OUR UNIVERSE. THE EARTH LAB TR 4.00pm-5.50pm KOENIG 100 LND 201 
PHYS 117-B1 OUR UNIVERSE THE EARTH LAB TR 8 10pm-10 OOpm KOENIG 100 LND 201 
JUNE 9 - JULY 4 
PHYS 160-22 COLLEGE PHYSICS I MTWRF 9 30om-11.50om YERIAN 3.00 LND 103 
PHYS 161-A2 INTRODUCTORY PHYS!CS LAB I MTWR 12:30pm-2 20pm WIDMER 100 LND 201 
PHYS 161-62 INTRODUOORY PHYSICS LAB I MTWR 12 30pm-2·20pm STAFF 100 LND 203 
13 
14 
JUNE 16 - JULY 23 
PHYS 112-83 OUR UNIVERSE: COLOR & IMAGES MW 6 15pm-8:00pm ClACK 2.00 LND 101 
PHYS ll3-A3 OUR UNIVERSE: COLOR & IMAGES lAB MW 8 10pm-10:00pm ClACK 1.00 LND 203 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 1 
PHYS 162-24 COLLEGE PHYSICS II MTWRF 9.30om-11:50om FROHLICH 3.00 LND 103 
PHYS 163-A4 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS lAB II MTWR 12 30pm-2:20pm WIDMER 1.00 LND 201 
PHYS 163-B4 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS lAB II MTWR 12:30pm-2:20pm FROHLICH 1.00 LND 203 
JULY 14 - AUGUST 20 
PHYS 118-85 OUR UNIVERSE: THE SKY MW 6 15pm-9 15pm TURPIN 2.00 LND 103 
PHYS 119-A5 OUR UNIVERSE: THE SKY lAB MW 4 OOpm-5 50pm TURPIN 1.00 LND 201 
PHYS 119-B5 OUR UNIVERSE: THE SKY lAB MW 810pm-10:00pm TURPIN 100 LND 201 
MAY 31 - JULY 26 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students pennitted on a space available basis. 
Pre-assignment is mandatory: Sunday, May 18th. 
PHYS 118-19 OUR UNIVERSE: THE SKY s 8 OOom 12:30pm WIDMER 2.00 LND 103 
PHYS 119-19 OUR UNIVERSE: THE SKY lAB s 8 OOom-12 30pm WIDMER 100 LND 203 
NOTE· PHYS 119-19} Lob fee $85. 
POLmCAL SCIENCE 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
POLI410-20 WAR & PEACE IN LITERATURE & FILM MTWRF 1 OOpm 4 45pm WHITE 3.00 ALT 201 
MAY 12 - JUNE 12 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
POLI387-81 SOVIET & POST-SOVIET POLITICS MW 6 OOpm-9 45pm KORROS 3.00 ALT 218 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 I POLI140-84 AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS MW 61Spm-9 30pm RAY 3.00 ALT 219 POLl 301·94 POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY TR 61Spm-9 .30pm RAY 3.00 ALT 219 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
PSYC 232-20 CHILD PSYCHOLOGY MTWRF lOOpm-4 45pm BARRY 300 ARM2 
PSYC 261-20 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY MTWRF 1 OOpm 4 45pm CROWN 3.00 ARM3 
PSYC 277-10 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY MTWRF 8 30om 12 15pm NELSON 300 ARM3 
PSYC 477-10 SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY MTWRF 8 30om 12 1Spm HELLKAMP 3.00 ARM2 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, May 30. 
PSYC 101-81 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY MW 6.15pm-9.30pm KAPP 3.00 ELT 217 
PSYC 285-21 PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION MTWR 9.45om-1120om CROWN 3.00 ElT 217 
PSYC 375-41 THEORIES OF ADDICTIONS MW 12 30pm-3 45pm KEN FORD 300 ElT 217 
PSYC 502-51 HISTORY & PHILOSOPHICAL IS~UES MW 12 30pm-3.45pm BARRETT 3.00 ElT 318 
PSYC 505-11 PROF PROBLEMS & ETHICS IN PSYCH MW 8.30om-11 45om STAFF 3.00 ELT 11 
PSYC 553-81 MARKETING RESEARCH MW 6 15pm-9 30pm SHEA 3.00 ALT 213 
PSYC 593 HAS A $30 LIABILITY INSURANCE FEE. 
PSYC 593-01 INTERNSHIP IN 1/0 PSYCHOLOGY TBA TBA- DACEY 3.00 TBA 
PSYC 607-51 ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH TR 130pm-4 45pm NELSON 300 ELT 11 
PSYC 644-81 ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY MW 6 15pm-9 30pm NAGY 300 ELT 11 
PSYC 645-91 TRAIN & DEVEL IN ORGANIZATIONS TR 615pm-9 30pm NAGY 300 ELT 11 
PSYC 699-01 MASTER'S THESIS TBA TBA- DACEY 3.00 TBA 
PSYC 703-91 PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY TR 6 30pm-9 4Spm FLICK 300 ELT 217 
• PSYC 712-11 FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY MTR 8:30om-10 30om DEARDORFF 300 ELT 318 
MAY 19 - AUGUST 15 
All Oinical Practicums and Internships have a $15 Uability Insurance Fee. 
~ PSYC 787-01 RESEARCH I TBA TBA- DACEY 300 TBA I PSYC 788-01 RESEARCH II TBA TBA- STAFF 300 TBA 
PSYC 789-01 RESEARCH Ill TBA TBA- DACEY 300 TBA 
PSYC 850-01 CLINICAL PRAcnCUM V TBA TBA- SONTAG 300 TBA 
PSYC 851-01 CLINICAL PRACTICUM VI TBA TBA- SONTAG 300 TBA 
• 
PSYC 999-01 INTERNSHIP TBA TBA- SCHULTZ 2.00 TBA 
PSYC 999-02 INTERNSHIP TBA TBA- HART 2.00 TBA 
PSYC 999-03 INTERNSHIP TBA TBA- STAFF 2.00 TBA (,/') 
JUNE 16 - JULY 17 LU PSYC 271-13 INTRO TO EMOTIONALLY' DIST CHILD MTWR 7:30am-9:25am SETA 3.00 HAll (,/') PSYC 715-43 EARLY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT MTWR 1:45pm-3:40pm HANDEL 3.00 ARM3 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 ~ 
PSYC 366-94 CRIME & PERSONALITY TR 6:15pm-9 30pm KAPP 3.00 ELT 217 
::) JULY 21 - AUGUST 21 
PSYC 321-95 INDUSTRIALIORG PSYCHOLOGY TR 6:00pm-9:45pm MULLINS 3.00 ELTll 0 AUGUST 4 - AUGUST 15 
PSYC 379-26 PSYCHOLOGICAL & ACHIEVE TESTING MTWRF 1:00pm-4:45pm KEN FORD 3.00 ARM2 u 
SOCIAL WORK 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
socw 101-10 INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE MTWRF 8:30am-12 15pm HURST 3.00 COH 1338 
SOCW 261-20 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY MTWRF 1·00pm-445pm CROWN 3.00 ARM3 
JUNE 16 - JUNE 27 
SOCW 204-0S CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROBLEMS MTWRF 5:30pm-9 15pm LONG 3.00 COH14 
JULY 7 - JULY 18 
SOCW 167-0S INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK MTWRF 5:30pm-9 15pm LONG 3.00 COH 1338 
SOCIOLOGY 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
See instructor if lost week Interferes with first regular session_ 
SOCI316-80 COMPLEX ORGANIZATIONS MTWRF 5 OOpm-9 OOpm WEISSBUCH 3.00 ALT 322 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes alsa meet Friday, May 30. 
SOCI101-81 IN-mODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY MW 6 15pm930pm STINSON 3 00 ALT 301 
SOCI216-91 SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION TR 6.15pm-9 30pm STINSON 3.00 ALT 222 
MAY 28 - JULY 2 
•M,W classes also meet on Friday, May 30. 
SOCI232-0S SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT MW 6:15pm-9·30pm WEISSBUCH 3.00 ALT 318 
JULY 7 - JULY 18 
SOCI167-0S INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK MTWRF 5 30pm-9.15pm LONG 300 COH133B 
THEOLOGY 
MAY 12 - MAY 23 
THEO lll-10 THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS MTWRF 8:30om-l2: 15pm MADGES 3.00 ALT 219 
THEO 208-10 MYSTERY OF CHRIST MTWRF 8 30am-1215pm HILL 300 ALT 214 
MAY 19 - JUNE 7 
•aass alsa meets Saturday, 5/31 & 6n. 
THEO 259-0S HEALING DEADLY MEMORIES I TR 6:15pm-9 30pm DEWEY /MELCHER 300 ALT 201 
THEO 259-N1R HEALING DEADLY MEMORIES I TR 6 1Spm-9 30pm DEWEY /MELCHER 0.00 ALT 201 
THEO 691-0S HEALING DEADLY MEMORIES I TR 6·1Spm-9.30pm DEWEY /MELCHER 3.00 ALT 201 
THEO 691-NlR HEALING DEADLY MEMORIES I TR 6 15pm-9:30pm DEWEY /MELCHER 0.00 ALT 201 
MAY 19 - JUNE 26 
•M,W classes alsa meet Friday, May 30. 
THEO lll-81 THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS MW 6:15pm-9.30pm HARTMAN 3.00 ALT 302 
THEO 305-91 SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION TR 6·15pm-9:30pm STINSON 3.00 ALT 222 
THEO 387-81 THEOLOGY AND ANIMALS MW 6 15pm-9:30pm FARIANS 3.00 ALB 107 
15 
16 
JUNE 9 - JUNE 28 
•Class also meets Saturday, 6/21 & 6/28. 
THEO 260-15 HEALING DEADLY MEMORIES II TR 6:15pm-9:30pm DEWEY /MELCHER 3.00 ALT 201 
THEO 260-N1R HEALING DEADLY MEMORIES II TR 6 15pm-9:30pm DEWEY /MELCHER 0.00 ALT 201 
THEO 692-15 HEALING DEADLY MEMORIES II TR 6:15pm-9:30pm DEWEY /MELCHER 3.00 ALT 201 
THEO 692-N1R HEALING DEADLY MEMORIES II TR 6:15pm-9:30pm DEWEY /MELCHER 0.00 ALT 201 
JULY 7 - AUGUST 14 
THEO lll-84 THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm KING 3.00 ALT 202 
THEO 203-94 THE EASTERN ORTHODOX CHURCH TR 6 15pm-9:30pm KOSTOFF 3.00 ALT202 
THEO 255-94 OLD TESTAMENT PROPHETS TR 615pm-9:30pm GALLAGHER 3.00 ALT 222 
MAY 31 - JULY 26 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
Pre-assignment is mandatory: Sunday, May 18th. 
THEO 233-19 UNDERSTANDING CATHOLICISM 5 8 30om-12 OOpm DALEY 3.00 ALT 217 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
CHECK EACH SECTION OF UNST 100 FOR SPECIFIC MEETING DATES. 
UNST 100-01 E PLURIBUS UNUM MTWR 6 OOpm-9 lOpm DAILY WM 100 ALT 222 
NOTE: UNST 100-01 } Closs meets May 12-Moy 15. 
UNST 100-02 EPU:PHYSICALLY & MENTALLY CHALLENGE TBA TBA- DAILY M 1.00 ALT 218 
NOTE: UNST 100-02} Closs meets Fri 5/16 5 00pm-9:30pm & Sun 5/18 8 30om-5 30pm 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASSES. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
UNST 100-03 E PLURIBUS UNUM TBA TBA- DAILY WM 100 ALT 219 
NOTE: UNST 100-03} Closs meets Sun 5/18 11 OOom, Fri 6/6 6 OOpm-9 30pm, Sun 6/8 8 30om-5:00pm 
ER/S ELECTM 
BLAW 300 
PHIL317 
PHIL321 
PHIL 329 
SOCI216 
THEO 305 
UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 
The following courses offered in the summer sessions fulfill Xov1er core requirements 1n the specified areas 
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT 
PHILOSOPHicAl ANTHRO 
BUSINESS ETHICS 
BIOETHICS 
SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION 
SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION 
ETHICS/RELIGION & SOCIETY FOCUS (ERIS) 
ENGL 205 LIT & MORAL IMAGINATION 
ART OF THE FILM 
LITERATURE 
CLA5130 
EDCH 326 
ENGL 124 
ENGL 130 
ENGL 132 
STUDIES IN THE EPIC 
CHILDREN'S LIT EARLY CHILD 
51 UDIES IN FICTION 
STUDIES IN THE EPIC 
STUDIES IN WOMEN'S LIT 
CULTURAL DMRSITY 
FINE ARTS 
COMM 110 
COMM410 
MUSC lll 
MUSC 112 
MUSC 114 
WAR & PEACE IN LIT & FILM 
MUSIC THE ART OF LISTENING 
MUSIC NOW' 
HISTORY AREA 
EDFD 260 
HRES 200 
socw 340 
UNST100 
CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN EDUC 
HUMAN RES IN A DIVERSE SOC 
SEXISM & RACISM IN SOCIETY 
E PLURIBUS UNUM 
JAZZ AMER CREATIVE MUSIC CLAS 101 ANCIENT MEO CIV I GREECE 
SOCIAL SOENCE AREA 
BLAW 300 
CJUS 101 
CJUS 266 
•ECON 201 
EDSP 200 
MGMT300 
MKTG300 
POLI140 
PSYC 101 
PSYC 261 
PSYC 277 
PSYC 366 
SOCI101 
SOCW101 
SOCW204 
socw 261 
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT 
INTRO TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
CRIME & PERSONALITY 
MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES 
SP ED IDENTIFICATION & ISSUES 
MANAGERIAL BEHAVIOR 
PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING 
AMERICAN GOVERN'T & POLITICS 
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
CRIME & PERSONALITY 
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY 
INTRO TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROB 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
•Fulfills Social SCience requirement for CBA majors only 
CLAS 102 ANCIENT MED CIV II ROME 
HIST 133 EUROPEAN HISTORY I 
HIST 134 EUROPEAN HISTORY II 
HIST 143 U 5 HISTORY I 
HIST 144 US HISTORY II 
SCIENCE AREA 
BIOL 104/127 LIFE. BIOL OF WELLNESS/LAB II 
BIOL 1401141 HUMAN ANATOMY & PHYSIC 1/LAB 
BIOL 142/143 HUMAN ANATOMY & PHYSIC II/LAB 
CHEM 1021103 CHEMISTRY IN SOCIETY 1/LAB 
CHEM 160/161 GENERAL CHEMISTRY 1/LAB 
CHEM 162/163 GENERAL CHEMISTRY II/LAB 
PHYS 112/113 OUR UNIV COLOR & IMAGES/LAB 
PHYS 116/117 OUR UNIVERSE THE EARTH/LAB 
PHYS 118/119 OUR UNIVERSE. THE SKY/LAB 
PHYS 160/161 COLLEGE PHYSICS 1/LAB 
PHYS 162/163 COLLEGE PHYSICS II/LAB 
Accounting (ACCT) 
ACCT 200 INTRODUCTORY ANANOAL ACCOUNTING 131 A foundation course whtch provides an 1ntroduction to fundamental concepts and lo the financial 
statements 
ACCT 201 INTRODUCTORY MANAGERIAl ACCOUNTING 131 Management's use of accounltng data in planmng. operations. contralltng actiVil tes, and decl-
stan making Prerequisite ACCT 200 
ACCT 300 INTERMEDIATE ANANOAl ACCOUNTING 1131 Study of ftnanctal accounting theory and principles applicable to the accumulalian. analysis. mea-
surement, reparttng. and interpretation of selected economic phenomena of enterprise operations The first tn a two course sequence Prerequl-
stles Minimum grade of ·c- in ACCT 200 and ACCT 201 
ACCT 301 INTERMEDIATE ANANOAL ACCOUNTING 11 131 The second of a twa course sequence focustng an the study of financial accounting theory and 
principles Prerequisites Minimum grade of ·c- in ACCT 300 
. 
American Sign language (ASlN) 
ASLN 101 ELEMENTARY AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 1131 An introducttonto baste signmg through emphasizing the ocquisttion of high-frequency vocabu-
lary, foetal expression and the development of cultural awareness 
ASLN 102 ELEMENTARY AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 11 131 The second semester elementary course which Is a conllnuohon of ASLN 101 Prerequisite ASLN 
1011unless waived!. 
Art (ARTS) 
ARTS 221 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ART 131 A comprehensiVe tnlroduction to art educallon at the elementary school level employtng bath theory and practice 
The crealtve and mental stages of development ore emphasized Not open to freshmen 
ARTS 222 ART IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 131 Art production techniques. art opprectotton. htstory and aesthetics Acttve emphosts on age appropri-
ate 13-81 art activttles as well as the student's own orttsttc development For non-Art mo1ors only 
Biology (BIOl) 
BIOL102-120 UFE 121 Each course emphasizes a dtfferent aspect of btalogy and tis tmpact on human society human btology 11021. wellness 11041. genetks 
and evolulton 11121. mtcrobes & humans 11161. plants 11181, ecology 11201 BIOL 120 fulftlls the E/RS Focus elective Prerequtslte/Corequlstte to PHIL 
100 and THEO 111 
BIOL 125-127 
BIOL140 
BIOL141 
BIOL 142 
BIOL143 
BIOL163 
UFE LAB INVESTIGATION Ill Exerctses. expenments. dtssecttons. and held tnps to accompany BIOL 102 120 
HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY 113! The motor human systems emphosizmg the skeletal. muscular. and nervous systems Student must 
pass class before laking BIOL 142 
HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY I LAB 111 Human skeletal molenol and dissection of a representollve mammal Histology of tissues and 
organs wlfh physiologtcol exercises and demonstrations 
HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY It 131 Conhnuotion of BIOL 140 stressmg the circulatory. Immune. excretory, dtgesttve. endocrine. and 
reproductive systems Prerequtsite Posstng grade In BIOL 140 
HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY II LAB 111 Contlnuatton of anatomical approach of BIOL141 wllh related physiological studies and demon-
strations 
GENERAL BIOLOGY II LAB Ill A study of I he eucaryollc kingdoms wtlh emphasts on Am moho. using livtng and preserved specimens and held tnps 
Prerequtstte BIOL 161 or permission of deportment cha11 
Business law (BLAW) 
BLAW300 LEGAl ENVIRONMENT 131 Provides o background tn the legal enwonmenl of buSiness Toptcs tnclude contracts. bustness torts. products llobihty, 
bustness enllltes. and employment dtscnmtnolion Prerequislle 1untor status 
Chemistry (CHEM) 
CHEM 160 GENERAl CHEMISTRY t 131 Atomtc and molecular structure. states of maner. stOichtometry and chemiStry of representatiVe matn group elements 
A pre-professional course • 
CHEM 161 GENERAl CHEMISTRY I LAB Ill Practice tn the basic operohons of chemlcollobarotory work Corequtstte CHEM 160 
CHEM 162 GENERAl CHEMISTRY II 13t A conllnuolton of CHEM 160 Sub1ects tnclude thermodynomtcs. equlltbrtum. acids and bases. ktnettcs. redox pro-
cesses. and tronsthon metal chemistry Prerequtstle CHEM 160 
CHEM 165 GENERAl CHEMISTRY II LAB 11lobarotory to accompany CHEM 162 emphosiztng quonlitottve measurements Prerequtstte. CHEM 161 CorequtSite 
CHEM 162 
CHEM 240 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 1131 Introductory course treollng the structure. preparollon, reochons. and properlles of orgomc compounds Prerequistte 
CHEM 162 
CHEM 241 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I LAB 111 The procttce of fundamental operohons tnvolved 1n the synthesis. seporolton. punflcation. and tdenttflcottOn of 
organic compounds Prerequisite. CHEM 163 or 165 
CHEM 242 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 11 131 A conltnualion of CHEM 240 whtch extends the treatment of fundamental organtc chemtslry Prerequtstte CHEM 240 
CHEM 243 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II LAB Ill Conttnuolton of the laboratory work of CHEM 241 w1th tncreosed emphosts on the reacllons ond synthesis of 
organiC systems Prerequtstle CHEM 241 Corequislte CHEM 242 
Classics (CLAS) 
CLAS 101 
CLAS102 
CLAS 130 
ANOENT MEOITERRANEAN CMLIZAT10NS 1: GREECE 131 An introductton to the methodologtes of onctenl h1stoncal study and on account of the 
growth and development of ancient Greek CMhzollon from the prehtstonc to the Roman era 
ANOENT MEDITERRANEAN CMLIZAOONS II: ROME 31 An 1ntroduchon to the melhodalagtes of anctent historiCal study and an account of the 
growth and development of onctent Roman cMIIZotton from 11s orchoeologtcol and legendary begtnntngs through the Roman repubhc Into the 
time of the emperors 
STUDIES IN THE EPIC 31 An InqUiry 1nlo the ep1c genre. the ep1c hero, and ep1c values through a careful readtng of several onc1ent and medteYOI 
poems 
Communication Arts (COMM) 
COMM101 
COMM 110 
COMM207 
COMM223 
COMM260 
ORAl COMMUNICATION (31 Speech fundamentals as opplted to pubhc speaking and hstening sk1lls 
ART OF THE FILM 131 Film as o modern art form, treallng sound. motton. ed1hng. hghl. achng. dtrector's style. and him onolys1s 
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATlON 131 Understondtng of and classroom proc11ce 1n effective commumcat1on between persons 
SURVEY OF MASS MEDIA 131 Models and processes of moss communicollon. Including electronic med1a. advertlstng, f1lm. records, etc 
ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION 131 Orgomzottan theones and key concepts provide the framework for addressing contemporary commu-
nlcohon issues and haw these 1ssues affecttndivlduol. group and orgo111zohonal performance and effectiveness 
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18 COMM 334 ADVERTlSING IN MODERN SOOElY (31 Thos course examines the complex role tho! advertising ploys on our society, from its economic importance 
to ols social effects 
COMM 410 WAR AND PEACE IN LITERATURE AND FILM (31 Treatment of war and peace in the media from Civol War to Vietnam War 
Criminal Justice (CJUS) 
CJUS 101 INTROOUcnON TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE (31 An overview of the hoslory and legal basis of the crlmonol justice system, Its structures. its functions, and 
Interface Wllh the Individual elements 
CJUS 210 BASIC CONSTTTVTlONAllAW AND AMERICAN JUSTICE 1 (3) Examines the pnnclples, structures and functions of the courts Special emphosos is 
given to rights and obligations of various role players in the crimonOIJushce system. Including especoolly those who work within the correctional 
facilities 
CJUS 321 JUVENILE JUSTICE IN A CHANGING soam (31 (EDCL 321, SDCW 2211 A requored course which emphasizes juvenile court philosophy and 
practices. prevailing case low, opplicoble federal and state legoslollon, current trends and development of standards, ollernolives to oncorcerotlon, 
comparison of the treatment of the juvenile offender in the juvenole justice system os opposed lo the odull system, and o historical overview 
Economics (ECON) 
ECON 201 MACROECONOMIC PRINOPLES (31 Economic activity of the economy os o whole. The role of publiC policy in relation to issues of full employment. 
price slobility, economic growth, government finance, and lnlernotionollrode Prerequisite ECON 200 
Education (ED _j 
For more information on Education courses refer to Xavier Unoversoty cololog or contact the deportment 
English (ENGL) 
ENGL 101 
ENGL 124 
ENGL 130 
ENGL 205 
ENGUSH COMPOSITION (31 Guidance in writing more clearly, thoughtfully, and creolovely Focus on the wntong process oncludong heuristics, 
revision. orgonizollon, editong 
STUDIES IN FlcnON 13) Introduction to the genre of prose norrollve. Including both the short story and the novel Study of the styles and formal 
elements of fiction in texts from o wide variety of cullures. penods and authors 
STUDIES IN THE EPIC 3) An onquiry onto the epic genre. the epoc hero, and epic values through o careful reodong of several ancient ond medieval 
poems 
UTERATURE AND THE MORAl IMAGINATION (31 Personal and socool elhocolossues on literature Honors sec lion requored of English motors Fulfills 
E/RS Focus Literature and the Morollmogonollon requorement Prerequoslle/Corequosote to PHIL 100 and THEO 111 
Finance (FINq 
FINC 300 BUSINESS FINANCE (3) The basic principles and techniques used in the flnonclol management of o business wolh special emphasis on the 
corporation Prerequisite ACCT 200 
French (FREN) 
FREN 101 
FREN 102 
ELEMENTARY FRENCH I (3) An Introduction to basic language skolls through emphosizong the ocquosohon of hogh-frequency vocabulary ond the 
development of cultural awareness 
ELEMENTARY FRENCH II (31 The second semester elementary course whKh IS o contonuoloon of FREN 101 PrerequiSite FREN 101 !unless woivedl. 
History (HIST) 
HIST133 
HIST 134 
HIST143 
HIST144 
HIST 387 
WESTERN CMUZAOON 1 (3) A topocol survey of Western Civllizotoon from Greece to the Reformotoon emphosozong aspects of polrtocol, social ond 
cultural history 
WESTERN CMUZATION II (3) A topical survey of European history from the 16th century to the 20th century emphasizing aspects of polilicol. social. 
and economic and Intellectual history Prerequisite HIST 133 
UNmo STATES TO 18651 (31 Study of the United Slates from its colonool begonnongs through the Civol War, woth portoculor emphasis on the American 
Revolution, the formative years of the new nollon. and the comong of the Civil War 
UNmD STATES SINCE 1865 II (3) Study of the United States from the aftermath of the Civil War to the present, With portoculor emphasis on 
Reconstruction, impact of industriohzollon and urbanization. foreogn policies, ond post-World War II American culture Prerequisote HIST 143 
USSR SINa 1917 (31 A survey of the Soviet period emphosiz1ng the 1917 RevolutiOn and the Stalin era to betler understand contemporary events 
Human Resources (HRES) 
HRES 200 HUMAN RESOURCES IN A DIVERSE SOOElY (311ssues exomoned ore workplace lows, recruotong, honng. settong wages. evoluotong employees, 
benefits, dlscopline, lobar relollons, and onternohonol concerns Becou~ or also fulfills the Cultural Diversity Electove requorement, II addresses 
stereotyping, discrimination and preJudices os they relate to work ossues 
Information Systems (INFO) 
INFO 200 MANAGING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (3Jintrodudoon to computer-based Information systems Wllh on emphasis on the management of 
modern information technologoes used to support dofferent orgonozohonot operotoons Th1s course also introduces basiC spreadsheet and dora-
bose software Prerequosote. INFO 100 or passed computer skOis assessment lest 
INFO 250 INTROOUCTlON TO STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING (311ntroduchon to progromm1ng logoc usong QBASIC and Visual BaSIC with further ontroduc-
toons to structured progrommong technoques PrerequoSJte INFO 200 
INFO 358 DATA MOO£UNG AND MANAGEMENT (31 The study of the theory of modeling enterpnse octMhes on terms of theor dote Dote bases ore omple-
mented emphosozong the relational model Prerequisite. INFO 200 or equovolent 
Management (MGMT) 
MGMT 300 MANAGERIAL BEHAVIOR (31 Lectures. cases, and experientool exercises ore used to ontroduce lhe management funchons of plonnong. orgonozong, 
staffing, leading and controlling 
MGMT 301 MANAGERIAL COMMUNICATIONS 121 Essentools of commumcotong effeclovety on bus1ness woth accent on wrotlen and oral communicotoon slolls 
MGMT 310 TEAM WORK AND TEAM BUILDING (31 Anolysos of forces controllong group formulotoon ond development In busoness and orgonozatooool work 
soluotoons Technoques for onolyz1ng and productovely monogong Informal groups Prerequosote MGMT 300 
MGMT 321 INOUSTRIAl/ORGANlZAJIONAl PSYCHOlOGY (311HRES 330, PSYC 3211 Psychologocol bases for orgonozotoonol deciSIOns from employment to 
the moonlenonce of motivation and JOb sot1sfoctoon of people Research, measurement and proctKol application ore emphosozed Prerequisrte. 
MGMT300 
Marketing (MKTG) 
MKTG300 
MKTG302 
MKTG350 
MKTG357 
MKTG370 
PRINOPUS OF MARKETlNG 131 Marketing cancepls, functions. ins·11ulions, and policies Markeling's role in society Prerequisile for upper division 
courses unless wo1ved by deportment choir 
MARKETlNG RESEARCH (3) Marketing research. methodologies. and managerial utilization of research findings Prerequisite STAT 200. MKTG 
300 (Grode of ·c- or beHer). 
ADVERTISING (3) Creative and Institutional aspects of advertising and the1r relationship to market and product aHributes Effects of legal and social 
enVIronment Prerequisite; MKTG 300 (Grode ·c· or beHerl 
INTB!NET MARKETlNG (3) This course will explore the basics of we:> design. online marketing and a-commerce Students will apply the principles 
with web-based assignments Prerequisite. MKTG 300 (Grade ·c- or beHer) 
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 131 Marketing strategy implications of consumer behavior Anthropology. economics. psychology, sociology, and the 
consumer Prerequls~e: MKTG 300 (Grode ·c- or beHerl 
Mathematics (MATH) 
MATH 105 FUNDAMENTAlS OF MATHEMATICS (311ntegers. rational numbers. exponents. order of operations Functions In context and their algebraic and 
graphical representation. Linear and quadratic equations Introduction to the graphic calculator This course does not count toward the core 
requirement In mathematics 
MATH 111 PRINOPUS OF GEOMETRY 131 Geometric figures and reasoning Measurement and geometry with coordinates Equations and Inequalities. 
graphs of linear and nonlinear relations Motions in geometry 
MATH 115 TOPICS IN APPUED MATHEMATICS 131 Top1cs In the application of elementary mathematics to real world problems management science. voting 
schemes. theory of games. population growth. other models 
MATti..l\6 EUMENTARY STATISTICS (3) Description of sample dolo Simple probability, thearet1col distnbutions. normal and binomial estimation Tests of 
hypotheses. correlation. regression 
MATH 120 EI..EMENTAR'( FUNCTIONS (31 Fundamentals of olgeQro Graphs ond properties of functions. including polynomial. exponential. and logonthmK 
functions Applications to real world situations us1ng algebraic. numencol. and graphical methods 
MATH 150 ELEMENTS OF CALCULUS 1 13lllmlts. the derivative. differentiation techniques. curve-sketching. maximum/minimum problems. elementary lnte· 
gration. exponential and logarithmic functions Requires groph1cs calculator Prerequisite MATH 120 or eqUivalent 
MATH 156 GENERAl STATISTICS 131 Descriptive statistics. probability d1strib~tions. confidence Intervals and hypothesis test1ng. regression and correlation. 
Chi-square tests. analysis of variance. nonporametric tests Prerequisite MATH 150 or equiValent Fulfills Occupotlonol Therapy curriculum 
MATH 170 CALCULUS I 141 The denvotive. techniques and opplicot1ons Um~s and conllnUIIy The Integral with opplicollons Numerical methods PrereqUISite 
MATH 165 or equivalent 
MATH 210 EUMENTARY UNEAR ALGEBRA 131 Geometry of 2· and 3-dlmenslonol spoce. Systems of linear equations Matrices and matrix onthmetlc. 
Determinants. linear transformations. eigenvalues and eigenvectors. quadratiC forms Prerequisite MATH 180 
Music (MUSq 
MUSC 111 
MUSC 112 
MUSC 114 
MUSIC: THE ART OF USTENING (31 Music Appreciation course which provides Information to enable the student to listen more perceptively and to 
beHer understand the various elements and aspects of music 
MUSIC: NOW! (3) Covers the wide variety of music experienced In todoy's world 1nclud1ng the rich heritage of music from the post as well as music 
from the contemporary American musical scene 
JAZZ: AMERICAN CREATIVE MUSIC (3) Study of the trends and styles, innovators and lnfluenttol pioneers. and the evolution of the Jazz Idiom In the 
20th century 
Nursing (NURS) 
NURS 130 
NURS333 
NURS468 
WAYS OF KNOWING (3)1ntroduces the student to nurstng as o p•ofess1on and discipline Content includes discussion of the roles of the profes· 
sionol nurse. the scope of practice. nurstng history, professional organizations. and ethical/legal rights and responsibilitieS Curricular concepts 
introduced include transition, critical th1nking. and communication 
HEALTH ASSESSMENT 131 Health assessment skills ore presented and proct1ced Vonotions for age and cullure ore Included Fom1ly and mental 
heahh status assessment tools ore used Prerequisite ~ N status 
FROM ACUPUNCTURE TO ZINC: PAIN MANAGEMENT (2·31 Explores trodlllonol methods of po•n management and comfort measures as well as 
complementary modohlles that con be applied to bring about a sense of wellness and calm !Open to non-nurs1ng students l Electrve course 
Philosophy (PHIL) 
PHIL 100 ETHICS AS AN INTRODUCTlON TO PHILOSOPHY 131 The goals of human life. the first principles of morohty; VIrtue. duty, low. respons1bil1ty Special 
emphasis on justice. along with o treatment of the Deontolog1col. Utihtonon and Natural Low/Right theones tho! ore central 10 contemporary 
treatments of practical and professional ethics 
PHIL 290 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE 131 The Interplay between human knowledge and the world It knows. the possibility of objective knowledge. and the 
nature and development of modern science as o theoretical and practical project 
PHIL 317 PHILOSOPHICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (31 The prlnc1ple philosophical topics relating to the nature of the human be1ng. especially life. Intellection. 
freedom. personhood. and communrty Fu~ills the E/RS Focus elect1ve Prerequisite PHIL 100 or THEO 111 
PHIL 321 BUSINESS ETHICS (3) Case studies of several crihcollssues 1n business. analyzed occord1ng to the contemporary conleXI and ethical principles 
Fulfills the E/RS Focus elect1ve. PrereqUJslte/Corequlslte of PHIL 100 and THEO 111 
PHIL 329 BIOETHICS 131 Morol1ssues ons1ng 1n health core delivery, 1nclud1ng social policy as well as clinical problems Fulfills the EIRS Focus electtve 
Prerequ1slle/Corequ1site of PHIL 100 and THEO 111 
Physics (PHYS) 
PHYS 112 
PHYS 113 
PHYS 116 
PHYS 117 
PHYS 118 
PHYS 119 
PHYS 160 
PHYS 161 
OUR UNIVERSE: COLOR AND IMAGES 121 Fosc1no1tng Introductory course on light color, m1rrors, lenses. photographiC ftlm. losers. and holo-
grams Corequrs1te PHYS 113 
OUR UNMRSE: COLOR AND IMAGES LABORATORY 11 Loborolory required to occompony PHYS 113 
OUR UNIVERSE: THE EARTH (21 An introductory course In earth science. Corequisrte PHYS 117 
OUR UNIVERSE: THE EARTH LABORATORY ill Laboratory required to occompony PHYS 116 
OUR UNIVERSE: THE SKY 12llntroductory course in astronomy Corequ1S1Ie PHYS 119 
OUR UNMRSE: THE SKY LABORATORY (11 Laboratory is required to occompony PHYS 118 
COUfGE PHYSICS I (31 For premed1col. pre-dental, and others Mechonrcs. heat. sound. electromogneHsm. optics. and modern phys1cs Prereq· 
ulsite. Algebra. Corequls1te PHYS 161loborotory Fulfills Occupohonol Therapy cumculum. 
INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LABORATORY I (1) This laboratory occompontes PHYS 160 or 170 lectures 
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PHYS 162 
PHYS 163 
COLLEGE PHYSICS 11 131 For premedical, pre-dental. and others. Mechanics, heat. sound, electromagnetism. optics, and modern physics. Prer 
uisite: PHYS 160: Corequisite: PHYS 163 laboratory. 
INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LABORATORY 11 111 This laboratory accompanies PHYS 162 or 172 lectures. Prerequisite: PHYS 161. 
Political Science (POU) 
POLI140 AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND POUllCS 13llntroduction to the theory and practice of the American political system. 
POll 301 POUllCAL PHILOSOPHY 131 Survey of the major Western political philosophers, including Plato, Aristotle. Machiavelli. Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau. 
Marx and Mill. 
Psychology (PSYq 
PSYC 101 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 13) Basic psychological processes such as sensation, perception, motivation, learning. psychological measurements, 
PSYC 232 
PSYC 261 
PSYC 271 
PSYC 277 
PSYC 2B5 
PSYC 321 
PSYC 366 
PSYC 375 
PSYC 379 
PSYC 477 
personality development. 
CHILD PSYCHOLOGY 13) IEDCL 23215321 The genetic study of growth and development, hereditary and environmental factors, early and later 
childhood to puberty. 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY I311EDCL 261, SOCW 261) The Individual's personality, attitudes, and behavior in multi-individual situations 
INTRODUcnON TO THE EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILD 121 IEDSP 204) Symptoms of maladaptive behavior in youngs1ers. Evaluation of 
etiological factors. Personality disorders. services, facilities and agencies far treatment 
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 131 IEDCL 277) Dynamics of the disturbed personality: symptoms. causes, treatment of psychoneuroses, psychoses, 
deviant personalities. 
PSYCHOLOGY OF REUGION (3) The discipline which examines religiousness and the religious personality from a psychological perspective. 
INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY 13l1HRES 330, MGMT 3211 Psychological bases for argonlzolianol decisions from employment to the maintenance of 
motivation and job satisfaction of people Research, measurement and practical opplicot1on ore emphasized. 
CRIME AND PERSONALITY 13IICJUS 266, CJUS 566, EDCL 266/5661 Root causes of crime In the individual and in the culture Consideration of 
personality dynamics and treatment approaches 
THEORIES OF ADDtcnONS 131 Material covered in this course 1ncludes historical and current perspectives on drug addiction. Basic pharmacol-
ogy and neuroanotomy wtll be reviewed Current empirical understanding of the nature and effects of cocaine, nicotine, caffeine, alcohol, 
depressants, opiates, marijuana, hallucinogens and psychiatric drugs will be covered Additionally, students wtll be exposed to current 
controversies regarding drugs, drug regulation and drug prevention 
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 1311EDC05791 Principles of mental testing -norms, reliability, validity, - along w1th a familiarization 
of vonous psycholog1coltests and discussion of factors in mental tes1ing, e.g., anxiety, maturation, ethiCS, sources, scoring techniques 
SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY 131 The course will deal with behavior and sports emphasizing the areas of personality and sports, anxiety and arousal in 
sports motivation, aggression, group dynamics, socialization and exercise 
Social Work (SOCW) 
50CW 167 
SOCW204 
INTRODUcnON TO SOOAL WORK (311SOCI167, CJUS 1671 The social welfare lns1itut1on and social work. The three major purposes of social wo~ 
Ill enhancement of problem solving. 121 knowledge of systems that provide people w~h resources and serv1ces, and 131 the successful linkage 
people with these systems 
CONTEMPORARY SOOAL PROBLIEMS 131 A systematic study of major social problems In modern society 
Sociology (SOCI) 
SOCI101 
50Ct216 
SOCt232 
INTRODUcnON TO SOOOLOGY 131 Social behavior w1thln the context of group structure. society. and culture Basic sociological terminology and 
methodology 
SOOOLOGY OF REUGtON 131 Examination of the major components of religion, the Interdependence between religion and other societal institu-
tions, and religion's role In social conflict and change Fulfills the E/RS Focus elective 
SOOOLOGY OF SPORT 13) Organized sport as on Important lns111Utlonol component of American culture and society 
Spanish (SPAN) 
SPAN 101 
SPAN 102 
ELIEMENTARY SPANISH I 131 An 1ntroduchon to bos1c language skills emphasizing the acquisition of h1gh-frequency vocabulary and the develop-
ment of cultural awareness. 
ELIEMENTARY SPANISH II 131 The second semester elementary course which is a conlmuohan of SPAN 101 PrerequiSite. SPAN 10llunless waived) 
Statistics (STAn 
STAT 200 INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS STATISTICS 13) DescriptiVe statiStics. sampling and stotis11Collnference Within the context of bUSiness applicatiOns Simple 
and multiple regression, including residual analysis and mulhcollineonty problems. Additional topics may include analysis of vonance and time-
series forecasting models Prerequisite MATH 156 and INFO 301 
Theolpgy (THEO) 
~ THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS 13) The nature of revelation, religion, and reform Within a relig1ous trodn1on, the sources, method, and value of 
theological reflection and the ethical consequences for liv1ng 1n a world community 
THEO 203 EASTERN ORTHODOX CHURCH 13) detailed survey of the htslory and belief of the Orthodox Church 
THEO 208 MYSTERY OF CHRIST 13lin a world of many relig1ons. how con Chris1ions continue to speak about the un1queness of Jesus? Explored ogoins1 the 
background of Christian scripture/tradition and contemporary 1nterrelig1aus dialogue 
THEO 233 UNDERSTANDING CATHOUOSM (31 A s1udy of the central Catholic doctnne6, show1ng the his1oncal condihons from whiCh they arose and discuss-
ing their meaning lor thoughtful people today. 
THEO 255 OLD TESTAMENT PROPHETS 131 A s1udy of the writ1ngs of Israel's prophets w1th special attention given to the historical penod, religious content, 
and uniqueness of each prophet 
THEO 259 HEAUNG DEADLY MEMORIES 113) An intensive investigation into the roots of onti-Semittsm in the New Testament 
THEO 260 HEAUNG DEADLY MEMORIES II 131 An exploration of theological and social consequences of the search for anti-Semitism 1n the New Tes1ament. 
University Studies (UNsn 
UNST 100 E PlURIBUS UNUM Ill introduces s1udents to the opportunities cultural diversity presents, and to the 1ssues of s1ereotyplng, prejudice and dlscnmi-
notion and the~r relat1on to the exercise of power in American society Fulfills the Cultural Diversity Elective requirement 
• 
2003 Workshops by Dates 
The following workshops are in date order ... 
Dates/Da~s Title Credit Hours Course# 
4127,5/4-18 & 
6/1 Su Zoos Are Oassrooms 1 EDWS 345/ EDWS 544/ BIOL 301-W1A Off Campus - Cindnnatf Zoo 
515-9 M-F Afro-American Intellectual Traditions 2 ENGL 357-W1 
5/9-10 & 
5/16-17 F-So lntro to Rational-Emotive Behavior Therapy (1) 2 CJUS 430/ EDCO 434-W1 
5/12-16 M-F Hollywood: A Social & Cultural Hist of Arner Mov 2 HIST 285/ COMM 197-W1 
5/12-23 M-F Designing on Silk 3 ARTS 471-W1 
5/15-25 Th-Su A Week in Taize 3 THEO 401/ THEO 601-W1A Off Campus - France 
5123-612 F-Tu Pilgrimage to Ireland: Celtic Spirituality 3 THEO 349/ THEO 549-W1A Off Campus- Ireland 
5/30-6/1 F-Su Education: Challenging Perceptions 1 EDWS541-W1 
6/6-7, 13-14 F-So Adopting Teach Techniques to learning Styles (2) 2 EDWS501-W2 
6/6-8 F-Su Professional Ethics for Educators 1 EDWS 507-W1 
617-15 So-Su Christian Mysticism 3 THEO 205/ THEO 558-W1A Off Campus - Sedona, Arizona 
6/9-13 M-F Adopting Teach Techniques to learning Styles (1) 2 EDWS 501-W1 
6/9-13 M-F Alfred Hitchcock in Hollywood 2 COMM 280/ HIST 280/ EDWS 284-W1 
6/9-13 M-F Comparative Mythology 2 CLAS 238-W1 (./') 6/9-13 M-F Hardware/ Software Overview 3 INFO 949/ EDWS 649-W1 
6/9-13 M-F Music & Movement for the Oassroom Teacher (1) 1 MUSC 319/ EDWS 319/ EDWS 619-W1 CL 6/9-13 M-F Science, literature & Inquiry 2 EDWS667-W1 
6/9-13 M-F Studies in Women's literature 2 ENGL 132-W1 0 6/9-13 M-F Working w/ Child & Adolescents w/ Chronic Illness 1 EDWS 519/ PSYC 714/ SOCW 414-W1 6/9-20 M-F Jewish American Literature: Poetry 3 ENGL 351/ ENGL 651-W1 I 6/10-11, 17-18 T-W Introduction to Somatic Therapy 2 EDWS 596-W1 6/10-14 Tu-So Working w/ Fomilies in School & Communities 2 PSYC 627/ SOCW 472/ EDWS 580-W1 
6/12-14 Th-Sa Childhood Psychopathology: lden, Assess & Strot 1 PSYC 716/ EDWS 719/ SOCW 483-W1 (./') 6/13-15 & 
6/20-22 F-Su Family and Society 2 SOCW 310/ EDWS 360-W1 ~ 6/13-15 & 
6127-29 F-Su Nurturing Children's Spirituality 2 ENGL 317/ 517/ EDWS 2361 536/ THEO 335/ 560-W1 ~ 6/16-20 M-F Astronomy for Middle & High School Teachers 2 EDWS 566-W1A Off Campus - Cinclnnatf Obsertatorf Center 
6/16-20 M-F Chaos-Free Oassroom Management 2 EDWS 372/ EDWS 572-W1 0 6/16-27 M-F Creative Vessels 3 ARTS 473-W1 6/16-25 M-F Our Mountain Heritage 3 HIST 252/ HIST 552/ EDWS 248/ EDWS 548-W1 s 6/20-21 F-So Counseling Challenging Youth 1 EDWS 563/ CJUS 463/ PSYC 380/ SOCW 463-W1 6/20-22 F-Su Optimize Your Health and Vrtolity 1 NURS385-W1 6123-26 M-R Special Education in Catholic Schools 1 EDWS 394/ EDWS 594-W1 
6127-29 F-Su College Counseling Step by Step 1 EDWS567-Wl 
6/27-29 F-Su Reclaim your Joy: Holistic Health 1 NURS380-W1 
6127-29 F-Su Sexism and Racism in Society 1 SOCW 340/ PSYC 340/ EDWS 339-Wl 
7/7-11 M-F Introduction to the Dead Sea Scrolls 2 CLAS 180-W1 
717-11 M-F Movies & Cities 2 HIST 289/ COMM 289/ SOCI 289-W1 
717-11 M-F Music & Movement for the Oassroom Teacher (2) 1 MUSC 319/ EDWS 319/ EDWS 619-W2 
7/11-13 F-Su Addiction: An Epidemic 1 SOCW 407/ EDWS 310/ PSYC 407-W1 
7/11-27 F-Su Meditation: Theory and Practice 3 THEO 3211 THEO 551-W1 
7114-18 M-F Baseball & American Culture 2 HIST 287-W1 
7/14-18 M-F The Bible in English Translation 2 CLAS 181-W1 
7/18-20 F-Su Intervention Wrth Abused Children 1 SOCW 348/ EDWS 370-W1 
7/18-19 & 
7125-26 F-Sa lntro to Rational-Emotive Behavior Therapy (2) 2 CJUS 430/ EDCO 434-W2 
) 
7121-25 M-F America Through the lens: Hollywood As Cui ... 2 HIST 2861 EDWS 286/ COMM 297-W1 
7121-25 M-F Geography Across Curriculum Ages 5-12 2 EDWS 386/ EDWS 586-W1 
7125-27 F-Su Treating Sex Offenders and Their Victims 1 SOCW 3 50/ PSYC 26 7 I CJUS 350/ EDWS 440-W1 
*For additional non-credit courses, please refer to the Theology section on page 15. 
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Workshop Information 
OFF-CAMPUS WORKSHOPS 
This year Xavier is offering some workshops off-campus at a lower tuition rote. These workshops offer the 
some quality education that is Xavier's hollmork in a variety of convenient locations throughout the greater 
Cincinnati area and abroad. See workshop listings for ·ott Campus· designations. 
REGISTRATION FOR WORKSHOPS 
Registrations will be accepted beginning Tuesday, Aprill, 2003 and ore accepted on a first come, first serve 
basis. Openings in workshops ore most likely to be available to those registering prior to the deadline dote. 
Fox and moil-in registrations received after the deadline dote will be processed only if space is available. 
Registrations may be done by moil, fox or in person (see page 37). If you register in person prior to May 1st, 
you con be billed at a later dole. Full tuition and fees must accompany the moil-in and fox registrations. 
Students new to Xavier must complete the proper application form and be accepted prior to registration. 
GRADING POLICY 
One credit hour workshop-Pass/Foil (Unless otherwise indicated) 
lWo credit hours workshop-Pass/Foil (Student may petition for letter grade*) 
•student must petition the instructor prior to the third doy of the wort<shop to opt for a letter grade. 
Three credit hours workshop-Letter grade 
WORKSHOP LIMITS 
Only two semester hours maximum of graduate credit or undergraduate credit may be obtained 1n a one week 
workshop unless the workshop is listed as three credit hours in the bulletin. Credit hours for any workshop 
may not be increased by doing additional work. No more than six semester hours of workshops may be 
applied toward a graduate degree program. 
GRADUATi COURSE INFORMATION 
Workshops with a course number of 500 or greater ore graduate courses Workshops numbered from 200-
499 may be token for graduate credit by permission of program director ONLY 
The following workshops are listed in alphabetical order ... 
A Week in Taize 
Off Campus - France 
THEO 401/ THEO 601-WlA Three Credit Hours 
May 15-25 Thur-Sun 
Directors· Dr. Ethan Roath & Teresa Roath 
The To1ze ecumenical commumty, located 1n the French countryside, welcomes thousands of young people from around the world to week long 
meehngs, des1gned for personal sp1rituol reflect1on and the response of fo1th to 1ssues of peoce and IUsllce The experience is enhanced by feHowship 
and 1nleract1on Wllh young people of vary1ng fo1th traditions and cultural b backgrounds Everybody is 1nv1ted to enter 1nto the rhythm of commun1ty life 
for the week- gathenng Wllh the brothers of the community at prayer hmes, /o1ning with people from other countrieS for meehngs, meals, B1ble stud1es, 
small group discussions. fellowship, and practical tasks such as serving mea s, wash1ng dishes, or other tasks Toize IS renoWined for the s1mplic1ty and 
beauty of 1ls worsh1p and music (See www tojze com.l Workshop beg1ns w1th two day vis1!to historical sights in Geneva Assignments 1nclude reading. 
journaling and group port1cipollon 
LIMIT 15 porliciponls 
NONCREDIT FEE $185 (THEO 401-N1AI Suggested registration deadline: Aprill 
• Adapting Teaching Techniques to Learning Styles 
TWO OFFERINGS 
(1) EDWS 50l-W1 Two Credit Hours 
June 9-13 Mon-Thur 8:30am-3:30pm Fri 8:00am-12:30pm ALT 222 
(2) EDWS 50l -W2 Two Credit Hours 
June 6,7,13,14 Fri 4:00pm-9:00pm, Sat 8:00am-5:00pm ALT 222 
Director: Dr. Margaret Stier 
Guest Speaker: Julie LaMothe 
"LeorninQ Styl_es· is often misunderstood; demystify "Learning Styles· by experiencing an update. Dr Stier has toured schools us~ng the .pn?gram, and 
has de1011s/p1clures of "Learning Styles in Action· in current classroom situation! This sem~nar will present a hands-on opportunity for participants to 
explore the fascinating and practical Dunn Model of Learning Styles and Howard Gardiner's "Theory of Multiple Intelligences·. Every stude~t. young or 
old, is on Individual with part1cular modality strengths, which must be understood and used to accomplish max1mum learning Using leorn1ng style 
theory does not mean one-on-one tutoring: group-learning techniques will be experienced as port1ciponts learn about themselves and students as 
active learners . 
Topi~s will include: le~rning ~lyle elem~nls, construction ~f content area molena Is, onolyz1ng participants teach~ng styles as ~ell as learning styles, 
mult1sensory memonzohon, 1nterpretohon of student profiles, applications to homework, teaching global students, choractenst1cs ?f the g1fted, 
approaches for tactile-kinesthetic children. juggling varied learning styles, time management. understanding of m1ni-view of leormng style research, 
shoring successful programs and implications for critical thinking. 
Who should attend? Anyone Interested in helping children from grade one through twelve, and college/adult learners 
For more information contact Dr. Stier@ {8591491-3359. 
LIMIT: 25 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $185 {EDWS 501-N1RIIEDWS 501-N2RI Suggested registration deadline Ill June1 & 121 May 24 
Addiction: An Epidemic 
SOCW 407/ EDWS 310/ PSYC 407-W1 One Credit Hour 
July 11-13 Fri 6:00pm-9:30pm, Sat-Sun 8:30am-5:00pm COH35 
Director: Dr. Carolyn Jenkins, LISW 
•
ious forms of addiction ore becoming the leading social problems of this century. An overview of addiction will be 1mported as well as specific 
nifestotions such as sex. gambling, eating disorders, and drugs. The impact of addiction on the individual, family, and society will be discussed 
ddiction ruins countless lives. drains money from the economy, and causes violence and dysfunctions at all levels of soc1ety Various professionals will 
present these issues. This workshop has been approved for 15 clock hours toward Ohio social work rehcens1ng NOTE Grades giVen only to students 
who register for credit. ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY 
LIMIT- 30 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE $185 {SOCW 407-N1Rl Suggested rcg1strolion deadline: June 28 
Afro-American Intellectual Traditions 
ENGL 357-Wl Two Credit Hours 
May 5-9 Mon-Fri 5:30pm-9:30pm TBA 
Director: Dr. Tyrone Williams 
This workshop examines the political and cultural alternatives represented by block nohonolist(Horold Cruse). Afrocentric IAsontel. and integrationist 
{King) thought. We will read sect1ons from Cruse's The Essential Harold Cruse Asante's The Afrocentric Ideas. and King's Where Do We Go From Here? 
LIMIT 8 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE. $185 (ENGL 357-N1Rl Suggested registration deadline Apnl21 
Alfred Hitchcock in Hollywood 
COMM 280/ HIST 280/ EDWS 284-W1 Two Credit Hours 
June 9-13 Mon-Fri 4:00pm-9:30pm ALT Bll 
Director· Mr Robert Cotter 
This workshop will use the d1stinct1ve film career of Alfred Hitchcock to exam1ne the relat1onsh1p between a creative {and controlhngl ort1st and the 
prevo1hng social and political preoccupations of American culture between 1939 and 1975 Several feature films and numerous film excerpts Will be 
screened in class to develop a fomilionty With the aesthetic pnnciples as well as the personal fears and obsessions that informed Hitchcock's style. the 
so-called "Hitchcock1on Universe· This understanding of Hitchcock's technique and psychology will allow for on analysis of h1s mo1or films as 
reflections of the notional psyche for the times in wh1ch they were mode. The interplay between the Hollywood stud10 system and Hrtchcock's career 
will also be explored Above all, the course Will emphasize the sheer brilliance of Hitchcock's films as both entertainment vehicles and as cultural 
documents 
LIMIT 30 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE $185 ICOMM 280-N1Rl Suggested registration deadline June 1 
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America Through the Lens: Hollywood As Cultural Messenger 
HIST 286/ EDWS 286/ COMM 297-Wl Two Credit Hours 
July 21 -25 Mon-Fri 4:00pm-9:30pm ALT 811 
Director: Mr. Robert Cotter 
This course is built on the premise that every Hollywood film and television narrative, though created for reasons of entertainment and profit land 
sometimes art}. is in fact a cultural artifact; a representation of the values, myths, ideologies and assumptions of !he culture that prod~ced it. Delivered 
to us by powerful moss communication technologies, these narratives shape our collective consciousness, offirm1ng accepted tdeologtcol and cultural 
beliefs/myths and, sometimes. modifying them. . . 
Hollywood films and television programs will be analyzed in order to both identify the cultural and historical messages they conto1n .and to de.'ermme 
how and why they corry these messages. To facilitate this effort, the formulas and conventions of Hollywood genres (westerns. mus1cols, fom1ly 
melodramas, film noire. horror, etc.l will be examined. This understanding of genre will serve as a primary onolyticoltool as we deconstruct the films 
and television programs studied in class. 
LIMIT: 30 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $185 IHIST 286-N1RI Suggested registration deadline: July? 
Astronomy for Middle & High School Teachers 
Off Campus - Cincinnati Observatory Center 
EDWS 566-W1A Two Credit Hours 
June 16-20 Mon-Fri 6:00pm-11:00pm 
Director:Dr. Mike Flick 
This workshop is designed to give a review of the most widely covered astronomy topics in grades 5 through 12. Important physical concepts will be 
introduced to clearly explain astronomical phenomena and support a variety of workshop activities covering topics such s seasons, moon phases, 
eclipses. tides and other topics frequently discussed in astronomy umts and courses. 
LIMIT: 15 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $185 (EDWS 566-N1AI Suggested registration deadline June 1 
Baseball & American Culture 
HIST 287 -Wl Two Credit Hours 
July 14-18 Mon-Fri 4 :30pm-9:30pm ALT 811 
Director: Dr. John Fairfield 
"It's our game, that's the chief fact in connection w1th it America's game· It "has the snap, go, fling of the American atmosphere - belongs as much t 
our institutions. fits into them as significantly, as our constitutions. lows is JUS! as 1mportont in the sum total of our histone life.· - Walt Wh1tmon 
Commentators hove long argued that baseball is a key to understanding American culture and the American character Over the post two decodes 
historians of the sport hove unearthed on enormous amount of material that not only venfies this msight but also allows us to be more precise about 
the connection between baseball and the development of American culture This workshop explores the social history of the game using a variety of 
historical, literary, and cinematic sources 
LIMIT: 30 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE $185 IHIST 287-N~I Suggested regtstrotton deadline July 1 
Chaos-Free Clossroom Management 
EDWS 372/ EDWS 572-W1 Two Credit Hours 
June 16-20 Mon-Fri 8 00om-4:30pm 
Director: Ms. Paulette Grady 
Participants will expenence how to 
COH 143 
• Develop a classroom environment that supports constructivist teaching 
• Establish teaching routines for self-management learning 
• Creole a community of learners Without chaos 
• Organize and use resources effectively 
LIMIT 20 participants 
• Portner w1th porents/stoff/odmmtstrotors 
• Creole a workable classroom management plan 
• Become and stay professionally current 
NONCREDIT FEE. 5185 (EDWS 572-N1RI Suggested registration deadline June 1 
Childhood Psychopathology: Identification, Assessment & Strategies 
PSYC 716/ EDWS 719/ SOCW 483-W1 One Credit Hour 
June 12-14 Thurs-Fri 9:00am-4:00pm, Sot 9:00om-12:00pm ARM 3 
Directors: Dr Michael Nelson, Ill & Dr. A.J. Finch, Jr. 
Many advances hove occurred W1lh1n the area of child and adolescent psychopathology in the post few years Th1s workshop is designed for 
professionals and graduate students 1n psychiatry, psychology, counseling, education, social work. corrections and other related fields who work with 
children and adolescents in a therapeutic copoc1ty 
While this workshop is developed to present the theoretical basis and recent research in child/adolescent psychopathology, the pnmory focus will be on 
developing procttcol clinical skills. We will explore cognitive-behavioral conceptualization of disorders. assessment techniques, and treatment 
procedures Videotapes of therapy sessions. role ploy1ng, films. small group discussions and lectures will be utilized to develop the understanding and 
clinical expertise of the participants Clinical procedures including self-instructional techniques. stress-inoculation, and self- control strategies will be ' 
presented as methods in dealing with disorders such as anger, depression, delinquency, phobias, hyperactivity and leorn1ng dtsabilities. 
This workshop has been approved for 15 clock hours toward Ohio psychology !OPAl • social work and counseling relicensing NOTE: Grades g1ven onl 
to students who register for cred1t 
LIMIT 35 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE $185 IPSYC 716-N1RI Suggested registration deadline: June 1 
• . sti Mysti. 
'"nn an osm 
Off Campus - Sedona, Arizona 
THEO 205/ THEO 558-W1A Three Credit Hours 
June.7-15 Sat-Sun 8:00am-5:00pm 
Director: Dr. Gillian Ahlgren 
In this cours~. students will gam k~~wl~dge of classic texts in the history of Christian spintuolity. using them to explore the ChnsliO_n lheoiOQicol tradition 
and developmg ways to apply the1r 1ns1ghts to contemporary life Texts will be studies for their contributions to the Chnsllon myst1col trod111on but w1ll 
also be_ approached_ through reflective yvriting exercises ~md grou~;~ discussions. Appropriate time for meditation will be provided The class Will be 
taught 1n the tranqu1l and beou!Jful set11ng of Sedona. Anzono. Th1s course is recommended for current graduate students 1n theology, Interested 
undergraduates, religious educators. and postoral workers. 
LIMIT: 19 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $300 (THEO 205-N1El Suggested registroiiOn deadline: May 23 
College Counseling Step by Step 
EDWS 567-W1 One Credit Hour 
June 27-29 Fri 6:00m-9:30m. Sat-Sun 8:30am-5:30pm ELT 217 
Directors: Mr John Beischel & Ms. Sandra Farris 
T~is workshop explores the college admission process. With emphasis on current issues confronting college counselors, application and admissions 
cnt~no for vonous types_ of colleges, and college counseling for special student populations Students will g01n on understanding of the resources 
available to counselors 1n the college admiSSion process 1ncludmg pnnt material, software. web s1tes. orgomzohons and people. 
LIMIT 25 participants Suggested registration deadline June 13 
Comparative Mythology 
CLAS 238-W1 Two Credit Hours 
June 9-13 Mon-Fri 9:00am-4·00pm ALT 217 
Director: Dr. Shannon Bryne 
This workshop compares and contrasts Western (Graeco-Romon) traditional tales w1th non·Western trodillonol tales The way is which myth1c 1moges 
nredisom;e a culture to respond to problems is mainly compared with Western approaches lo particular issues Therefore. to perform comparoli~e 
students must acquire on active and critical awareness of the mythic patterns implicil in the1r own trod1hon These patterns hove essenholly 
from Greek mythology Students should contact instructor to receive syllabus before the first doss meeting. 
LIMIT: 30 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE $185 (CLAS 238-N1Rl Suggested reg1strotion deadline June 1 
Counseling Challenging Youth 
EDWS 563/ CJUS 463/ PSYC 380/ SOCW 463-W1 
June 20-21 Fri lOOpm-9 30pm. Sat 9·00am-6.00pm 
Director: Dr Brent Richardson 
One Credit Hour 
JOS 212 
Have you ever noticed that some professionals just seem to hove a knack for conned1ng With really challengmg youth? DraWing extensively from h1s 
own experiences and observations in the field, a variety of research and theoretical perspechves. as well as interv1ews With effecllve counselors and 
administrators. the mstrudor will identify those trOllS, characteristiCS, oll1ludes and behaviors wh1ch d1SI1nguish the really effechve profess1onols from 
the rest Emphasis will be g1ven to prod1col ways counselors and other mental health professionals con build and mamt01n theropeuhc relationships 
w1th tough kids 
LIMIT 35 participants Suggested reg1slrohon deadline June 6 
Creative Vessels 
ARTS 473-W1 Three Credit Hours 
June 16-27 Mon-Fri 10 00am-4:00pm COH 168C 
Directors· Ms. M Katherine Uetz & Ms. Phyllis Sadler 
This workshop IS for anyone Interested in explonng the1r creolive spirit. Through exploration and expenmentot1on w1th m1xed-med1a sculpture. 
students will gather natural materials. found objeds and use commercially mode motenols to create ntuol and ceremon1ol vessels A vonety of 
basketry techn1ques will be taught. including weaving v1nes and willow. coi11ng and crochet Surface embellishment us1ng drow1ng and po1nhng. 
beads. feathers, bones. etc. will be encouraged to further enhance a personal statement 
liMIT 13 partiCipants 
MATERIALS FEE $35 NONCREDIT FEE Sl85 (ARTS 473-N1Rl Suggested registration deadline June 2 
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Designing on Silk • 
ARTS 471-W1 Three Credit Hours 
May 12-23 Mon-Fri 10:00om-4:00pm COH 168C 
Directors: Ms. M. Katherine Uetz & Ms. Phyllis Sadler 
This workshop offers artists, educators and interested individuals an opportunity to learn different methods of dyeing silk to creole exciting designs or 
wearable art. 
Vario~s surface design techniques will be utilized including Batik, low water Immersion dyeing, Shibori, direct dye p~i~ling, s~amping, quilting, beading, 
and d1scharge dyemg. Students will be encouraged to explore individual interests. Join this workshop to create exCiting des1gns and dye happ_y! 
LIMIT: 13 participants 
MATERIALS FEE: $80 NONCREDIT FEE: $185 !ARTS 471-N1RI Suggested registration deadline: April 28 
Education: Challenging Perceptions 
EDWS 541-W1 One Credit Hour 
May 30-June 1 Fri 6:00pm-10:00pm, Sot-Sun 8:30am-4:30pm 
Director: Dr. Sharon Cooke 
JOS 306 
This workshop will explore challenges facing the teaching profession. The emphasis will focus on perceptions, myths & misconceptions about the 
educational career experience. Designed specifically for teachers who are within the first five years of their career. What districts, personnel, adminis-
tration can do for your. 
LIMIT: 25 participants 
MATERIALS FEE: $10 Suggested registration deadline: May 16 
Family and Society 
SOCW 310/ EDWS 360-W1 Two Credit Hours 
June 13-15 & 20-22 Fri 6:00-9:30pm, Sat-Sun 8:30am-5 :00pm COH 35 
Director: Dr. Carolyn Jenkins, LISW 
A study of marriage preparation, partner selection, marital adjustment. family structure and funct1ons, and manta! dissolution. Current problems facing 
the family will be explored with an emphasis on macro and micro intervention strategies which may be employed for problem resolution. This 
workshop has been approved for 30 clock hours toward Ohio social work relicensing NOTE: Grades g1ven only to students who register far credit. 
ATIENDANCE IS MANDATORY. 
LIMIT: 32 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $370 ISOCW 310-N1B) Suggested registration deadline: June 1 
Geography Across Curriculum Ages 5-12 
EDWS 3861 EDWS 586-W1 Two Credit Hours 
July 21-25 Mon-Fri 9:00am-4:00pm JOS lll 
Directors: Dr. Ginger McKenzie & Ms. Jayne Kathman 
Teaching geography to elementary students loges 5-121 con be fun and exciting I learn how to Integrate geography by using a whole language 
approach through reading, creative writing, research, grammar, and how other areas such as art, musiC, and the sciences. learn to mal<e and use 
stimulating and creative tools such as: a model of the solar system and land forms, impressionistic charts, and simple experiments that demonstrate 
laws of nature learn how to teach children world diversity through song, folk dancing and higher level thinking skills by use of Bloom's taxonomy 
command cards. The goal is to teach on appreciation of world cultures. Participants will leave w1th a wide range of materials, strategies, and resources 
including computer email addresses and software resources Taught by experienced Montessori professional and elementary classroom teachers. 
LIMIT: 20 participants 
MATERIALS FEE. $25 NONCREDIT FEE: $185 IEDWS 386-NlR) Suggested registration deadline July 7 
Hardware/Software Overview 
INFO 949/ EDWS 649-W1 Three Credit Hours 
June 9-13 Mon-Fri 8:30am-5:00pm HAl 9 
Director: Dr. Gerald Broun 
Today's world of constantly changing complex computer technology can make decisions about purchasing a mind-boggling experience. If you are a 
business entrepreneur or have a technical interest in computers, th1s course con teach you how to make informed decisions regarding the purchase/ 
upgrade of PC components and software for the home or office-based on your needs 
An overview and demonstration of computer hardware systems and components, including Macintosh & IBM/compatible platforms, RISC workstations, 
and small minicomputers will help ease purchase anxiety and provide answers to quest1ons such as. What kind of computer system should I buy? How 
do I go about flnd1ng one? When is the best lime to buy and upgrade? Should I purchase a Power Macintosh or a Pentium-based PC system? A Unix-
based RISC workstation over a Penhum-based system? Would t consider purchasing a SCSI hard drive? What is the best value for my dollar? 
The differences between the current o~roling systems available for various platforms will be discussed including: DOS!Windows, OS/2, Windows 95, 
Windows NT. UNIX and System 7. Wh1ch operating system should I be using? Should I upgrade from Windows 31 to Windows 95? · 
• PC component technology will be discussed in-depth, such as types of monitors, hard-drives, cases, cache memory. video cords, B~S technolog.y, CO-
ROMs. moth co-process~r~. memory, data storage devices o~d RAM. The workshop will also include on overvte. w of software covenng communtcoltons 
and the Internet, producttvtty tools lofftce sut!es, desktop publishing, etc.) development tools. utilities, and more . . . . 
Porttctpants ore encouraged to bnng up thetr toptcs of tnlerest Some hands-on experience in the computer lob wtll be tncluded. A final dtscusston 
paper and o project will be due in approximately five weeks after the end of the course 
LIMIT: 25 participants 
MATERIALS FEE: $10 NONCREDIT FEE: $185 (INFO 949-N1R) Suggested registration deadline: June 1 
Hollywood: A Social & Cultural History of American Movies 
HIST 285/ COMM 197-Wl Two Credit Hours 
May 12-16 Mon-Fri 4:30pm-9:30pm All Bll 
Directors: Dr. John Fairfield & Mr. Bob Cotter 
Hollywood has always token htsloricol themes for some of tis most ambitious projects. o trend that has become even more pronounced in the post . 
decod~ What has not <!lwoys been understood is that Hollywood and the development of the Amencon movie industry ho~ been o central element tn 
the soctol and cultural htslory of 20th century Amenco Thus lhts workshop has two purposes to criltcolly examine vonous ftlm tmoges of Amencon 
history and, equally important. to place Hollywood and tis products in the larger context of 20th century Amencon htstory 
The workshop will tnclude the screentng of five (5) mo1or films and clips from many others Robert Sklar's Movie Mode America will serve as the 
pri~ory historical text. Guest speakers will. focus on specifi~ c!nemotographic ~md histoncol aspects of Ame~icon filmmaking The workshop should be 
parttculorly useful for secondary teachers tnlerested tn ennchtng and broodentng thetr use of film tn the curnculum 
LIMIT: 20 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $185 (HIST 285-N1R) Suggested registration deadline· Apnl 28 
Intervention With Abused Children 
SOCW 348/ EDWS 370-W1 One Credit Hour 
July 18-20 Fri 6:00pm-9:30pm, Sat-Sun 8:30am-5:00pm COH 35 
Director: Dr. Carolyn Jenkins, LISW 
This course is designed to ocquotnl the student with the different types of child abuse, fomtly dynomtcs. and proftles of vtcltms and offenders 
Knowledge of various intervention strategies will be imported This workshop has been approved for 15 clock hours toward Ohto social work 
NOTE: Grades given only to students who register for credit ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY 
Suggested reglstrofton deadline July 6 
Introduction to the Dead Sea Scrolls 
CLAS 180-W1 Two Credit Hours 
July 7-11 Mon-Fri 9·00am-4 OOpm ALT 217 
Director Dr Frank Shaw 
Just what ore the Dead Sea Scrolls and why all the fuss over them? Whors the mystery (and the scandal)? Did the Essenes write them? . What has 
archaeology contributed? Learn all this and much more - their implications for ancient Judaism, early Chrlshonlty, modern Bible tronslottons We wtll 
work with two respected introductions and two different tronslohons of them. We will olso cover current research gotng on wtlh them. 
LIMIT 30 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE $185 (CLAS 180-N1R) Suggested regtstrohon deadhnec June 23 
Introduction to Rational-Emotive Behavior Therapy 
TWO OFFERINGS 
(l) UUS 430/ EDCO 434-W1 Two Credit Hours 
May 9, 10, 16, 17 Fri 5:00pm-10:00pm, Sat 8:00am- 6 OOpm COH 110 
12) UUS 430/ EDCO 434-W2 Two Credit Hours 
July 18, 19, 25, 26 Fri 5:00pm-10:00pm, Sal 8:00am- 6:00pm COH 110 
Director:Dr. Jack Richardson 
Rational emoltve behOVJorol therapy is a self-help form of counseling which teaches people how to increase thetr skill tn reasontng so that they will be 
beMer able to deal with problems and stresses of datly living It can enable normal people to tmprove thetr lives and dtsturbed people to regotn 
emoltonol and mental health. 'Porttctpants will recetve indtvidual lratning from Dr Richardson and the Untverstty of Kentucky, College of Medictne RBT 
staff 
LIMIT 25 parttctpants per workshop 
NONCREDIT FEE $185 (CJUS 430-N1R) (CJUS 430-N2R) Suggested registration deadline (l) Apnl 25 (2) July 2 
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Introduction to Somatic Therapy 
EDWS 596-Wl Two Credit Hours 
June 10,11,17,18 Tues-Wed 12:00-8:00pm ALT 306 
Director: Ed Gutfreund 
This workshop will !nlroduce participants to the evolution of Body-oriented Therapies and Somatic Psychology Hi~lory and theory will be put into 
proct1ce w1th exerc1ses and ·experiments• which will allow participants to gain a somatic experience of theory wh1ch con be applied to psychotherapy, 
education, self-education, and personal growth. 
Topics will include: body therapies, neurobiology, the body as resource, character and the body, emotional anatomy, body and trauma, movement and 
gesture as communication, empathy for the body, myth and the body, ethics of touch, and use of the self in therapy. The workshop will encourage 
active participation for increased self-awareness, observation skills. and Integration of theoretical information 
A brief self-study of one's somatic experience in connection with profess1onolliteroture will also be included (required for grade and success in the 
process. A strong objective will be to assist learners to integrate practical knowledge and experience into their professional work as therapists and 
educators. · 
A primary goal of this course will ~e to create a communal lob which assists learners in their observation of themselves and others, in order to gain 
necessary skills and awareness to effectively understand body psychology theory and pnnciples which they may integrate info their personal and 
professional lives 
LIMIT: 15 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $185 (EDWS 596-N1Rl Suggested registration deadline May 27 
Jewish American Literature: Poetry 
ENGL 351/ ENGL 651-Wl Three Credit Hours 
June 9-20 Mon-Fri 1:00pm-4:30pm ALT 213 
Director: Dr. Norman Finkelstein 
In this workshop, we will study the styles, themes, and history of Jewish American poetry from the early twenheth century to the present We will 
consider the relation of this body of work to both Jewish cultural and religious traditions and to developments 1n modern Amencon poetry Among the 
poets we w1ll read ore Charles Reznikoff. Muriel Rukeyser. Allen Ginsberg, Harvey Shop1ro. and Allen Grossman The workshop IS Intended primarily f01 
graduate and upper-level undergraduate literature students Work will1nclude a research paper and wnllen responses to poems to be read in class. 
LIMIT: 15 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $185 (ENGL 351-N1Rl Suggested registration deadline May 27 
Meditation: Theory and Practice 
THEO 321/ 551-Wl Three Credit Hours 
July 11-27 Fri 7·00pm-9:30pm, Sot 8:30am-4:00pm, Sun 11 OOom-3 OOpm 
Director Sr Ros1e Miller, 0.5 F. 
ALT 222 
Th1s workshop will provide students access to practical and reflective ski Is in med1lohon by explonng the psychologiCal. phys1olog1col and sp1ntuol 
foundations of medilohon Recent scientific studies of the proct1ce and theory of medilohon hove advanced both our understanding of th1s ancient art 
and 11s application as on integrating element1n sp1nluol development In lh1s workshop these stud1es will be compared With the trod111onol practice of 
meditation 1n Chnshon and Oriental systems Good port of the doss will be devoted to on expenenhol explorol1on of d1fferent medrtohve states 
LIMIT: 25 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $200 (THEO 321-N1Bl Suggested registration deadline. June 27 
Movies & Cities 
HIST 289/ COMM 289/ SOCI 289-Wl Two Credit Hours 
July 7-11 Mon-Fri 4:30pm-9:30pm ALT Bll 
Director· Dr John Fairfield 
This workshop exom1nes the multifaceted historical relationship between movies and Cities. The workshop should appeal to those interested 1n movies 
and/or cities, and teachers interested in enhancing their use of film in their curnculums. Several feature-length films and numerous movie clips will be 
centralia the course The workshop begins with o discussion of mot1on pictures as on advance in human perception. on ob1hty to see and understand 
things previously hidden. Th1s perceptual advance was in many ways a product of urban experience in both Europe and America bul1l also hod the 
potential for enhancing our understanding of urban life and urban structure The workshop then exom1nes the close relot1onsh1p between America's 
1nner c111es and the development of the motion picture Industry The 1mpoct of mov1e images and movie discourse on Amencon urban pohcy from the 
1930's through the 1960's will be the third major theme of the workshop Finally, the workshop will Investigate film no1r Ia dark and highly stylized film 
genre typ1fied by the hord-bo1led detective story) as a way of understond1ng and m1sunderstond1ng Cllles Tentol1ve texts 1nclude .. Ross. WorkmlCioss 
Hollywood Chnstopher. Somewhere 1n the Night Film No1r and the Amencon City Tentative films include. Metrooohs. ~ Pubhc Enemy, Q!tiQr 
Conauest Murder My Sweet. The Big Clock and~~-
LIMIT 30 portioponls 
NONCREDIT FEE $185 IHIST 289-NlR) Suggested registration deadline. June 30 
• 
Music & Movement for the Oossroom Teacher 
TWO OFFERINGS 
(ll MUSC 319/ EDWS 319/ EDWS 619-Wl 
June 9-13 Mon-Fri 8:00am-l :OOpm 
(21 MUSC 319/ EDWS 319/ EDWS 619-W2 
July 7-ll Mon-Fri 8:00am-1:00pm 
Directors: Dr. Carolyn Eagen & Marc Katz 
One Credit Hour 
EDC 103 
One Credit Hour 
EDC 103 
This workshop is designed to integrate music and movement into the classroom connecting to all subjects through the arts. Multi-cultural interdiscipli-
nary in structure and interactive. Class members create materials to use in the classroom to extend learning. This workshop is for arts teaching, 
movement and physical movement for all ages and special interests. A student and performer of the Dolcroze method will present the work of 
Dolcroze to develop mind and body coordination. 
liMIT: 20 participants per workshop 
NONCREDIT FEE. $185 (MUSC 319-N1Rl (MUSC 319-N2Rl Suggested deadline Ill June 1 & 121 June 23 
Nurturing Children's Spirituality 
ENGL 317/ 517/ EDWS 2361 536/ THEO 335/ 560-Wl Two Credit Hours 
June 13-15 & 27-29 Fri 7:00pm-9:30pm, Sat-Sun lO:OOom-6 OOpm ALT 224 
Director: Dr. Trudelle Thomas 
Looking for ways to d~pen your child's reliQious expenence - or your own? To make religious mstructton more creatiVe and olive? This n-~­
shop explores the sptntuohty of early and mtddle chtidhood It will expose you to a vonety of provocohve motenols to support sptntuohty- espeetolly 
children's literature. You'll learn about 'relational consciousness·- children's tnborn sense of connechon to the untverse- and about tmoges of God, 
peacemaking, earth-awareness, and interfaith-dialogue (on the playground'). The workshop ts geared to teachers, homeschoolers. parents, and 
other religtous educators- of various faith-traditions 
The director is o.n English professor at XU, former chtldren's libra non, and parent wtth a life-long passion for children's books. Advance reading The 
Spirit of the Chtld by Dovtd Hoy and Rebecca Nye, 216 pp. I available at Xavier Bookstore tn May or earlier through Treehous Publtcohons, 1-800-638-
t 7). Each participant will keep a journal and prepare a Resource Guide to shore wtth all other participants Questions? Contact the director at 513--3492. IT: 15 participants NCREDIT FEE: $100 IENGL 317-N1CI Suggested registrahon deadline June 1 
Optimize Your Health and VItality 
NURS 385-Wl One Credit Hour 
June 20-22 Fri 5:00pm-9:00pm, Sal 9·00om-9 OOpm, Sun 9 OOom-5 OOpm 
Director· Dr Charlotte Proffitt 
COH l28A 
Get healthy now by taking charge of your health The Optimtze Your Health and Vttoltty course combtnes Eastern and Western healing practices and 
principles to focus on motntoining your htghestlevel of wellness Learn to tntegrote mtnd, body and sptnt healing modolittes of Heohng Touch Energy 
Therapy, Tronsformottonol Breath Work. Sound therapy, Gutded Imagery and Shomonic Journeytng to balance and energtze your hfe Thts workshop 
will meet at Dr ProffiH's home on 6/21 & 6122. TEXT Healing touch A Guidebook for Proctttioners 2'"<~ Edition, Dorothea Hover-Kramer, Ed D , R.N , 
2002, Delmar Publishers 
liMIT: 15 partiCipants 
NONCREDIT $185 (NURS 385-N1RI Suggested regtstrahon deadline June 13 
Our Mountain Heritage 
HIST 252/ HIST 552/ EDWS 248/ EDWS 548 -Wl Three Credit Hours 
June 16-25 Mon-Wed l0:30om-5:00pm ALT 222 
Director: Dr. Paul Simon 
This is the type of course that will appeal not only to History and Education majors, but also to anyone with a brooder tnterest in our Appalachian 
heritage, as well as those with on tnterest tn the people pool of the Greater Cincinnati region In this class we wtll focus on such issues os where is 
Appalachia? lits geographical extend!. what kinds of people live there lgeneologyl, What were their lives like in the post? And what ore thy like now? 
The course will consist of lectures by Dr Simon, supplemented by vistting experts In such fields as story telling, religion, music, art, plus video 
presentottons and a long weekend field tnp to Appalachia. We will eave on Friday morntng, June 20 and return Sunday evening, June 22, making 
projected stops at Beottyvtlle, the Wilderness Rood, a coal mine museum, the Big South Fort, Renfro Volley and Berea This should gtve oil of the 
participants on opportunity to hove some persona., hands-on experiences NOll:: because of the long field trip, there will be additional out-of pocket 
expenses for tronspartotton (cor pooling, motels, food and some admission costs) Thts could run to SlOO to S120 
Textbook. To be announced 
liMIT 30 partteipants 
NONCREDIT FEE $185 IHIST 252-N1RI Suggested regtstrotion deadline June 1 
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Pilgrimage to Ireland: Celtic Spirituality 
Off Campus 
THEO 349/ THEO 549-WlA Three Credit Hours 
May 23-Jun 2 Fri-Tues 
Director: Dr. Brennan Hill 
Visit and study the religious history and spirituality of Ireland. We will visillhe cliffs of Moher, the Galway area (Poulnobrone, ln1shmore, Rosseveel and 
the Clonmocnois monastery); St. Bridget's Cathedral in Kindore, Dublin (Book of Kells, Glendolough, Slone, St. Bridget's Shrine, Dundalk, Novon, 
Monosterboice, St. Colombo's Church); Waterford (the Rock of Coshel), Killarney (Ring of Kerry); Skellig Heritage Island, Dingle Boy (Beehive huts and 51 
Brandon's Mountain), and limerick. 
Price $2,199 double occup; $350 Single supplement; Land only $1,499 double occup. lndudes round-trip airfare from Cincinnati, nine nights in 
quality hotels with doily breakfast and dinners, transportation, ferryboat fees, entrance fees at sites. Professional local guide and two pilgrim 
guides, Marie and Brennan Hill. $50 deposit will hold your reservation. For more details call Regina Tours @ 1-800-465-9276 ext. 225. 
LIMil 30 partiCipants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $185 (THEO 349-N1A) Reservollon deadline March 1 
Professional Ethics for Educators 
EDWS 507-Wl One Credit Hour 
June 6-8 Fri 6:00pm-10:00pm, Sat-Sun 8:30am-4:30pm JOS 306 
Director· Dr. Sharon Cooke 
The focus of this workshop will be explonng the ethical situations foc1ng the professional educator through group discussions, 1nd1v1duol reactions to 
various scenonos Th1s will include the 1mpoct of the eth1col deciSIOns relating to venous aspects of the educohonol seM1ng. 
LIMIT: 25 partiCipants 
MATERIALS FEE $10 Suggested registration deadline May 23 
Reclaim Your Joy: Holistic Health 
NURS 380-Wl One Credit Hour 
June 27-29 Fri 5:00pm-9:00pm, Sal 9:00am-9:00pm, Sun 9:00am-5:00pm COH l28A Director Dr 
Charlotte Proffitt 
How easy 111s for your well-spring to become exhausted by the world and hove no sweet water left for yourself. Most of us ore so engaged by life that 
we hove precious liMie time to nurture, heal ourselves and experience our own tOY Come and reclaim your lOY by experienCing your own creahv1ty 
S1mply dealing w1th life 1n a more effect1ve, 1nvent1ve and fulfilling manner 1s l1ving the creot1ve process Creohve expenence exc1tes people and g1ves 
them a sense of their own power We will explore the four d1rect1ons of the medicine wheel, gu1ded meditation, shomonic journey~ng, mantras and 
mandalas, drumming, hre ceremony and walking the lobynnth Most of all, we will do this in tune w1th one another, in mutual support, holistically, 
finding and bosk1ng in our harmony, balance and centeredness away from our more structured selves Th1s workshop w1ll meet at Dr Proffitrs home on 
6128&6129 
LIMIT 15 partiCipants 
NONCREDIT $185 (NURS 380-N1Rl Suggested reg1s1rollon deadline June 13 
Science, Literature and Inquiry 
EDWS 667-Wl Two Credit Hours 
June 9-13 Mon-Fri 8.30am-5·00pm ALB 202 
Directors Dr. Phyllis Laine & Ms. Liana Lee 
Th1s course develops science and moth concepts and vocabulary related to themes in children's literature by us1ng simple, eos1ly understood experi-
ments Topics and orgon1sms which will be included ore ecosystems and the1r component ports, b1omes, decompos111on, health, nutnhon, anatomy 
and physiology of digestion, balance, weather, arthropods, snails, the 5 senses, prey-predator interrelationshipS, seeds and eggs, and design~ng 
sc1ence expenments Science concepts hove been selected from lhe Notional Science Educohonol Standards. There ore balance, inquiry, cycles, 
systems, and technology. 
Some of the do1ly ochvilies include 
• story and poem readings 
• science for adults 
• science for the K-6 classroom 
• word webs and dichotomous keys 
• nontrod11ionol assessment approaches 
• references 
• reflect1ons and ideas 
LIMIT 24 participants 
MATERIALS FEES $16 Suggested reg1strolion deadline June 1 
• Sexism and Racism in Society 
SOCW 340/ PSYC 340/ EDWS 339-W1 One Credit Hour 
June 27-29 Fri 6:00pm-9:30pm, Sat-Sun 8:30am-5:00pm 
Director: Dr. Carolyn Jenkins, LISW 
COH 35 
This course will explor~ th~ causes and effects of racial and gender stereotyp1ng, prejudice, and discrimination on the 1ndiv1duol, institUtional, and 
cultural level. Emphos1s Will ~eon educohon: the workplace, interpersonal relations, and communication. This workshop has been approved for 15 
clock hours toward Oh1o soCial work relicens1ng. NOTE: Grades given only to students who register for credit. ATIENDANCE IS MANDATORY 
LIMIT: 30 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $185 ISOCW 340-N1Rl Suggested reglstrolion deadline: June 13 
Special Education in Catholic Schools 
EDWS 394/ EDWS 594-W1 One Credit Hour 
June 23-26 Mon-Thur 8·00am-12:00pm ALT 217 
Director: Dr. Sharon Merrill & lim Reilly 
This workshop is designed for catholic school leaders or those work1ng on any pnncipol cert1flcolion/licensure in a catholic school sethng As o catholic 
school princip?l, Tim Re1lly Will shore o process for implemenling special education mto catholic schools Th1s includes guiding school commun1t1es to 
embrace ~oliCies and prochces that celebrate o diVersity of talents; facility, ottitude. personnel and operational considerations: understondmg and 
wor~1n~ w1th parents, the low, and public_school d1stncts; encouraging and directing teachers in motch1ng needs to resources and adopting and 
mod1fy1ng 1nstruct1on. PartiCipants w1ll v1s1t resource centers. explore case studies and develop a strateg1c pion for their own school. 
LIMIT 35 PartiCipants 
NONCREDIT FEE. $185 (EDWS 394-N1Rl Suggested reg1strohon deadline: June 9 
Studies in Women's Literature 
ENGL 132-W1 Two Credit Hours 
June 9-13 Mon-Fn 9 00am-1·00pm ALT 224 
Director: Dr. Aliion Russell 
This week-long workshop offers on intensive study of short fiction published 1n the post few decodes by North Amencon women wnters In reading 
examining stones by writers such as Margaret Atwood, Lorrie Moore. and Bobbie Ann Mason, we will explore o full-range of themes and styles of 
wo'!len storytellers We w1ll also devote some lime to analyzing the form itself and to distinguishing the och1evements and possibilities of 
1n contrast to novels G1ven the focus on women wnters. the course will investigate gender issues 1n the ass1gned texts and attempt to 
answer quest1ons such as the followmg What ore the pnmory concerns of women short story wnters? What themes and 1ssues connectthe1r works? 
Do women writers create different kinds of stories than mole wnters? Students who enroll in the course w1ll be requ1red to wnte short responses to the 
ass1gned motenol and o hnol paper about one of the stones read for the course 
LIMIT 15 participants Suggested reg1strolion deadline. June 1 
The Bible in English Translation 
CLAS 181-W1 Two Credit Hours 
July 14-18 Mon-Fri 9 OOam-4 OOpm ALT 217 
Director Dr Frank Shaw 
Ever wondered what goes 1nto producing the many modem English B1ble tronslohons you see and hear about? Why ore there so many? Whors the 
difference between Protestant, Catholic. and Jew1sh Bibles? These and many more questions will be answered as students work hands-on w1th well-
known and less well-known tronslolions. as well as learn about various study tools ov01loble for those w1thout knowledge of anCient languages 
LIMIT 30 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE· $185 (CLAS 181-N1R) Suggested registration deadline June 30 
Treating Sex Offenders and Their Victims 
SOCW 350/ PSYC 267/ CJUS 350/ EDWS 440-W1 One Credit Hour 
July 25-27 Fri 6.00pm-9 30pm, Sat-Sun 8:30am-5:00pm COH 35 
DireclorDr. Carolyn Jenkins, LISW 
Th1s workshop will explore treatment1ssues and approaches tor work1ng w1th sex offenders. v1ct1ms. and other fom1ly members Guest speaker IS 
Victoria Kepler D1doto, Director of Child Sexual Abuse lnshtute of Oh1o and author of two books Survivors and offenders will also present Th1s 
workshop has been approved for 15 clock hours toward Ohio social work relicens1ng NOTE Grades g1ven only to students who reg1ster for cred1t 
AffiNDANCE IS MANDATORY 
LIMIT 30 partiCipants 
NONCREDIT FEE. 5185 (SOCW 350-N1Rl Suggested reg1strohon deadline July 11 
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Working with Children and Adolescents with Chronic Illness • EDWS 519/ PSYC 714/ SOCW 414-Wl One Credit Hour 
June 9-13 Mon-Fri 1:00pm-4:30pm JOS212 
Director: Dr. Margery Shupe 
This intensive course will exom1ne the child and adolescent with chronic illness and discuss treatment approaches from a multi-disciplinary Iori 
biopsychosocioll intervention model. Dr. Shupe will draw upon her extens1ve expenence and observations from working in !clinics, hospitals or in the 
field] with children who hove been diagnosed with such disorders as: cancer, hemophilia~ AIDS. diabetes. sickle cell anemia, endocrine/growth 
problems. cleft P?lette, genetic anomalies. mental health DSM-IV disorders. as well as ch1ldren with multiple hond1cops and disabilities. Emphasis will 
be g1ven to proct1col ways counselors and other mental health professionals and teachers con build and momt01n therapeutiC relations w1th ch1ldren 
who hove been dealt this difficult challenge of handling a chronic or life threoten1ng illness. Additiono.lly th1s course will give special attention to 
identifying needs, assessing, and treating families and siblings of children who hove a chronic illness 
LIMIT: 20 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $185 (EDWS 519-N1R) Suggested registration deadline: June 1 
Working with Families in Schools and Communities 
PSYC 627/ SOCW 472/ EDWS 580-Wl Two Credit Hours 
June 10-14 Tue-Sat 8:30am-4:30pm ARM 2 
Directors: Dr. Michael Nelson, Ill & Dr. L.E. Montgomery 
In the past few decodes there hove been noticeable mcreoses 1n family diff1cuit1es and I he stressors that impinge upon them, particularly impacting the 
S?cial. emotional. and acodem1c functioning of ch1ldren and adolescents In reco!)nitlon of th1s fact, vonous mentor h~olth professionals hove been 
g1v1ng greater attention to developing new methods and techniques specially des1gned to provide help to d1verse fom11ies. The purpose of lh1s 
workshop is to: o) give on overall introduction to family therapy, with particular emphasis on stroteg1es target1ng youths' ocodem1c and social perfor-
mance; b) present the newest advances in fam1ly therapy; c) present a developmental framework to gu1de therapeutic mtervent1ons; and dl provide 
p~octicol training in family therapy. Although emphasis will be given to the systems approach, other approaches and theo.retlcol onentot1ons will be 
d1scussed and evaluated The presentation w1ll follow an action-oriented style w1th max1mum involvement of partiCipants 
The course is designed for teachers who work w1th children whose behavioral and academ1c problems mterfere w1th the1r classroom performance and 
mental health professions who provide 1nd1viduol and family psychotherapy [e g • psychologists, soc1ol workers, momoge counselors, school counse-
lors, graduate students of psychology, counseling, etc.) 
This workshop has been approved for 30 clock hours toward Oh1o social work relicensing 
LIMIT 25 participants Suggested reg1strahon deadline June 1 
Zoos Are Classrooms 
Off Campus - Cincinnati Zoo 
EDWS 345/ EDWS 544/ BIOL 301-WlA 
April 27, May 4, 11, 18, June 1 
Director· Dr. Stanley Hedeen 
One Credit Hour 
Sun 9.15am-12.15pm 
Th1s workshop w1ll demonstrate how o zoo may be used as an educational foc11ity Participants will be Introduced to the Cinonnat1 Zoo residents 
mammals. b1rds, reptiles, amphibians. fish. and Invertebrates. Animal behavior. ecology. evolution, conservat1on. adaptations. closs1f1cation, and other 
zoo-related topics will be examined Resource persons w1ll include the zoo's keepers On the first day of class. participants should meet at 9 OOom 
outside the zoo walk-in gate on Dury Ave. for free zoo admission. 
LIMIT: 17 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE. $185 IEDWS 345-N1AI Suggested reg1strat1on deadline. April18 
i!E_NERAL CAMPUS INFORMATION 
- EMIC & FINANCIAL POUOES 
Academic and general financial policies ore explained and published in the University catalog and the Schedule of Tu1t1on and Fees (produced by the 
Office of the Bursar) , 
SUMMER FtNANOAL AID 
Listed below ore the financial aid resources available to summer students: 
• Pell. OIG and Stafford Loons may be available to qualified summer students Call the Office of Financial Aid at (513) 745-3142 for more Informa-
tion 
• Center for Adult and Port-Time Students (degree-seeking) may apply for summer scholarships through the CAPS Office - deadline is March 1. 
Coli (513) 745-3355 for more information. 
Graduate study grants ore available in some graduate programs Contact the Office of Graduate Services at (513) 745-3360 The priority 
deadline for grant applications is March 31. MBA, MHSA and Psychology students should contact these offices directly. 
UNDERGRADUATe PROGRAMS 
Xavier offers baccalaureate degrees 1n more than 50 majors ond associate degrees in more than 10 concentrations Adm1ssion to the University must 
precede registration for undergraduate courses. Two categories of undergraduate student admissions ore recognized: degree-seeking and nan-
degree students Prospective degree-seeking students less than 22 years of age should consult the Office of Admissions at (513) 745-3301 for specific 
admission requirements Prospective degree-seeking students who ore 22 years and older should consult the Center for Adult and Port-Time Students 
(CAPS) at (5131745-3355 for specific admission requirements 
The procedure for opplicohon to non-degree status requires the completion of the opplicohon on page 39 All non-degree undergraduate students 
need to apply through the CAPS Office 
GRADUATe PROGRAMS 
Xavier offers graduate degrees 1n the following areas. 
• Business Adm1n1slrotlon 
Crim1nol Justrce 
• Education 
English • 
Humon1t1es 
Nurs1ng 
Psychology 
Theology 
Health Services AdministratiOn 
to the Un1versity must precede registration for graduate courses. Prospective students should contact the graduate odm1ssion office of !herr 
of 1nterest for spec1fic odm1ssion requirements These admission offices ore Bus1ness - MBA Office, (5131 745-3525, Health Serv1ces Administra-
tion- MHSA Office, (5131 745 1912; Psychology- Psychology Office, 15131 745 1053, all other programs- Graduate Serv1ces (513) 745-3360 
The non-degree category IS for students who already hold o bachelor's degree who w1sh to begrn graduate study before be1ng odm1!1ed 1nto a degree 
program, as well as those who wrsh to toke classes for 1nrholteacher certification, cert1frcote renewal. ennchment or personol1nteresl The application 
procedure for opplico110n to non-degree status requires the completion of the opplicotron on page 39 and payment of the current application fee 
Please note that graduate level business, psychology, human resource development, occupational therapy and health services administration 
courses are not open to non-degree students. These dasses are for students admitted into the respective graduate program. 
CONSORTIUM OPPORTUNmES 
Through the Greater Cinonnol1 Consortium of Colleges and Un1vers1t1es, any student reg1slered at least half-time may regrster ot other schools 1n the 
area for courses not ovorloble at Xavier, sub1ect to the approval of !herr college dean For schedules and details about cross-registrotron, check wrth 
the Office of the Reg1stror There will be no crass-registration of non-Xavier students before May 6. Workshops are not eligible for cross-
registration. 
The member inshlulions ore· 
The Art Academy of Cincinnati 
The Athenaeum of Oh1o 
Chatfield College 
C1ncinnatr Brble College & Seminary 
Cincinnati State Technical and Community College 
College of Mount St. Joseph 
Hebrew Unron Coll~>gP - Jewish Institute of Relig1on 
GUEST STUDENTS 
• 
Miami University 
Northern Kentucky Un1versity 
Southern Stole Community College 
Thomas More College 
Union Institute 
Un1versrty of Cincrnnatl 
Wilm1ngton College 
Xav1er Un1versrty 
A guest student rs o student who rs currently or will be ol1ending another university and wishes to toke classes at Xavrer to transfer to !herr home 
instltutron 
Guest students regrster as non-degree students through the Center for Adult and Port-Time Students (CAPS). 
An opplicolron as a guest student must be completed (see poge 391 and submil1ed with a registration lorrn (poge 38) 
• 
There IS NO application fee 
You must also reg1ster for the class at Xavier either 1n person or through the moil (see page 371 
Guest students must hove permrssion from their home institution verifyrng tho! the credit will transfer before they ore perm1!1ed to reg1ster at 
Xovrer 
• You MUST also fill out a "Request for Tronscnpr form and submilrl along w1th the oppropnole fee to the Office of the Regrstror at the end of the 
sess1on The Offrce of the Registrar will forward on official copy of your transcripts to your home institution once the grade has been posted Call 
the Tronscripllnformohon line at (5131 745 2007 for more detorls 
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• OFfiCE OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY SERVICES (ITS) The Xavier University Office of Instructional Technology Serv1ces (ITS) assists faculty, students and staff with their instruchonol and research computing 
needs ITS is located on the ground level of Alter Hall. ITS moinloms a liberal operahng schedule during the summer term Lob access hours ore 
posted at each lab entrance, and appear on the VAX login screen, as well as on the XU website: http:/ /www.xovier edu/depts/iss/coc/ 
ocodreslab.html 
There ore six maJor computing lobs on campus: 
Alter 815 (Macintosh). Alter 82 (PC). CBA 21 (PC and Macintosh). Cohen 108 (PC and Macintosh). Elet101/105 (PC and Macintosh). and Kuhlman 
(PC and Macintosh). 
All lobs ore under the supervision of the ITS student helpdesk 
ITS offers a varied slate of computing workshops for interested users during each academic term. Though these workshops ore intended as in-service 
training for XU staff, a lim1ted number of seats ore ava1loble to XU students on a space-available basis. Users may also avail themselves to several 
tutorials at their own pace and convenience. The tutorials can be accessed from all special workstations In ITS 
DINING SERVICE 
Dunng the summer, Xavier's mom dining facility is the retail food court operation located in the Gallagher Center In addition, the James Hoff Dining 
Holl1s used pnmorily for conference groups and summer camps. However, anyone may purchase the cafeteno-style meals on a pay-as-you-go basis 
when this facility IS in operot1on The James Hoff Dming Hall :s located 1n the Cintos Center For more informohon about dining serv1ce or the hours of 
operation, call (5131 745-4874 
AU CARD (tO) 
The studentldenhficollon cord. All Cord, IS reqwed for all full-t1me and port-t1me students The cord 1S the off1ciol university idenhficot1on and must be 
1n your possession while on campus The cord serv1ces include access to the hbrary resources (both on and off campus). access to Student Online 
Services, purchase of athletic and special event lickets and facil1t1es access 
In add1tion to serv1ng as your idenllficohon cord for easy access to campus focihhes and programs, the All Card IS used as cash to pay for on-campus 
serviCes such as bookstore, food serviCes. copy1ng. library fees, post off1ce. Xov1er Document Center, all vendmg mach1nes ond off campus XU-LD 
calling services The All Cord technology even 1ncludes the student's ability lo mtegrote US Bonk's complete bonking as well as Internet bonk1ng 
serviCeS with Xavier's finanCial services program. The system eliminates 1ssues related to multiple cords for campus access and funds management. 
Convemence, stmpliCity and secunty .one card does it all' Questions regardtng All Card services should be referred to the Assistant Dtrector of Auxili 
Services and Support at (513) 745-3675 
Thts cord con be obta1ned at the All Cord Center, (5131745-3374 
UBRARY SERVICES 
Xov1er University Library pravtde foci lilies. resources and services to support the teochtng and learntng mission of Xov1er Umversrty Foci lilies include 
McDonald Memonol Library and Lodge Learntng Laboratory. McDonald Memonol Library, located on the academiC moll, contmns the mo1n reference, 
oudtovisuol, musiC, brows1ng, miCroform and speCial collections as well as penodicols and archives In add111on to the vonous collections, th1s facility 
prov1des study, lounge, conference, and instruction space II houses photocopy and mulhmedio equ1pment and computer workstations For current 
members of the Xov1er commun1ty, the libraries prov1de on-site and off-campus access to XPLORE, the library's on-hne catalog, more than 150 research 
databases, more than 12,000 electronic tournols, and the World Wide Web The librones resources and servtces ore further enhanced by participation 
in three consort1a the AssoCiohon of Jesu11 Colleges and Un1vers111es, the Greater Cincinnoh Library Consortium, and Oh1ollNK !Oh1o Library and 
Information Network) 
PARKJNG 
Parking is free during the summer In order to pork in the Xavier student lots, you must hove either a valid Xov1er student permit for the 2002-03 year 
OR a completed Summer Pork1ng Perm1t on your dashboard The perm1ts are available on page 36 of this bulletin or in the Summer Sessions Office, 
Office of the Reg1stror and at Campus Police House, 3868 Ledgewood Dnve 
Students may park 1n the following lots designated for students Cohen Center, Elet and South Campus Tickets will be 1ssued for cars parked in 
student lots Without a valid perm11 
SPORTS CENTER 
The O'Connor Sports Center IS open throughout the summer. Facility hours are Monday, Wednesday and Fndoy 7 OOom-8 OOpm, Tuesday and 
Thursday 10 OOom-8 OOpm, Saturday 11 :OOom-5-oopm and closed on Sunday 
For those students who are enrolled for the fall semester, no fee IS reqwed, however, All Card access 1s necessary Students taking summer classes 
and who ore not enrolled for the fall need to purchase a summer membership at the cost of $100 To apply for membership, stop by the Sports Center 
or call (513) 745-3208 for more Information. Water/Land Aerobic posses can also be purchased for a min1mol fee. Please see www.xovier.edu/osc/ 
oerobiC.htm for more 1nformot1on 
Recreational Sports also runs a Summer Softball league for Faculty/Staff and Alumni. For more 1nformallon call513-745-2856 
Ji)iGISTRATION INFORMATION 
~AND TIMES 
Summer in-person registration beg1ns Tuesday, April lsi from 8:00am to 7 OOpm. Reg1strat1on w111 continue during regular office hours starling April 2nd 
(see inside front cover for summer office hours) 
Fox and moil-in registration processmg begins on Tuesday, April lsi at 8 OOom and is an option for all students Foxes rece1ved prior :o 8 OOom on April 
lsi will not be accepted See Fox/Moil-In Instruction section for more information (page 37) 
Web registration is available through Student On-line Services ISOS) from midnight until 7 OOpm each day 
UNDERGRADUATE IN-PERSON REGISTRATION LOCATIONS 
Office of the Registrar 129 Alter Hall 
• Undergraduate students currently enrolled at 
Xavier who ore not serv1ced by the Center for 
Adults and Port-1ime Students (CAPS) 
GRADUATE IN-PERSON REGISTRATION LOCATION 
Office of the Registrorl 29 Alter Hall 
All degree and non-degree graduate students 
REGISTRATION RULES AND SPECIAL REGISTRATION CONDmONS 
Center for Adult and Port-1ime Students (CAPS) 
Consortium Students 
High School Juniors 
Guest Students 
Non-credit Students 
• Non-degree Students 
• Undergraduates currently enrolled in CAPS 
102 Alter Hall 
Registration for summer sess1on is final Students who register for courses and foil to appear, unless offiCially w1thdrown 1n accordance w1th the catalog 
regulations regord1ng Withdrawals, w1ll receive a vanished foi11ng IVFl grade for their courses and will be charged the regular summer sess1on fees 
Withdrawals must be mode 1n wnhng and submitted to the office through wh1ch the reg1strotion was processed The lost day to register for any doss 
is before the second doss meeting. 
COURSE LOAD 
Undergraduate students - Maximum of 7 hours per session, not to exceed 14 hours for the ent1re summer 
Graduate students - Maximum of 7 hours per session. not to exceed 14 hours for the enlire summer 
• Permission to exceed mox1mum course load limits, even 1f additional hours ore to be token for audit, must be obto1ned from a college dean 
TUmON AND FEES 
•
DERGRADUATE 
llcotion Fee' . 
on .. 
Tuition 
Sen1or Cit1zen Rote 
GRADUATE 
payable once by degree students 
on campus workshop or class/per credit hour . 
off campus workshop or class/per credit hour . 
per cred1t hour (except NURS & OT) 
Application Fee' ... ... _ payable once by all students ...... . 
Tuition ... .. ......... ---· on campus workshop or class/per cred1l hour __ 
MEd/Non-degree Educ Cerl . . per cred1t hour__ ---· -·----· ... --·---
MEd Execuhve HRD .. ......... . ... per cred1t hour __ 
Occupational Therapy ...... per credit hour. 
PsyD program per credit hour. 
Tuition off campus workshop or class/per credit hour 
'Application fees ore non-refundable and vanes by program. 
COURSE FEES 
$35.00 
$395.00 
$300 00 
$45.00 
$35.00 
$465.00 
$405.00 
S505.00 
SSSO.OO 
S630.00 
$330.00 
Students in psychology and the sc1ences hove the usual laboratory fees Roles ore listed with courses in the course offenngs section of the bulletin 
TUmON PAYMENT PLAN 
Students hove the following opt1ons for payment of summer tuillon and fees· 
1 Payment of 100% of tuition and fees at lime of registration 
2. Employer Reimbursement Option 
3 The Four Payment Plan 
Students may choose one of the payment plans above Billing statements will be sent shoWing current amount due A standard 1 0% 1nterest charge 
will be assessed monthly on all outstanding balances 
REGISTRATION PAYMENT DUE DATES FOR 
DATE @ REGISTRATION BALANCE PAYMENTS 
April3 -May 31 25% of tuition 25%- June 25 
. ne 1 -June 30 
Plus all fees 25%- July 25 
25% - August 22 
50% of tuition 25%- July 25 
Plus all fees 25% - August 22 
July 2 -July 31 75% of tu1lion 25% - August 22 
Plus all fees 
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: Summer 2003 Parking Permit 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Directions: Place this pass on the dashboard of your car in plain view. Parking is free in the summer. In order to park 
in the Xavier student lots, you must have either a regular Xavier student permit for 2002-03 on your windshield OR this 
completed parking form on your dashboard. Cars parked in the student lots without a permit or this form will be 
ticketed. This permit is valid in the following locations ONLY: Cl, C2 & C3 lots in Cohen Center, North, Elet and South 
Campus lots. 
I NAME ______________________________________________________ __ 
: DATES OF ATIENDANCE from: to: --------------------------
I 
I 
I 
Please check the office where you registered: 
0 Office of the Registrar 0 Center for Adult & Part-Time students (CAPS) 
·······································-~ 
REFUND SCHEDULE 
A refund of tuition may be claimed in the case of official Withdrawal or dismissal Refunds ore oulhonzed only 1f on official Withdrawal form IS 
submilled lo !he office through which the student registered. Lab and course fees are not refundable after classes begin The following schedule 
applies to all colleges and schools of !he University for summer sessions. NOTE Allendonce 1n class 1s no! a foetor 1n computing refunds 
EVENING CLASSES: 
Before 2nd class meeting .................................................... 100% refund 
Before 3rd class meeting .. .. ..... . ....... .. .. .. ...... ......... ...... ........ 80% refund 
Before 4th class meeting .. ....................... .................... . .. 60% refund 
Before 5th class meeting ............. ..................................... 40% refund 
Before 6th class meeting .... . ....................... .......... ........ . ... 20% refund 
After 6th class meeting .. . ...................................... ............. No refund 
DAY ClASSES: 
Before 2nd class meeting ................ ................... ........ . 100% refund 
Before 3rd class meeting ............. ....................................... 80% refund 
Before 5th class meeting .. .............................................. . 60% refund 
Before 7th class meeting ..................................................... 40% refund 
Before 9th class meeting . ...... .. . .. . .... ...... ... ..... ........ .. . .. 20% refund 
After 9th class meeting . . .. .................. ....... .... ............ .. .. No refund 
SCHEDULE CHANGES 
WORKSHOPS: 
One-Week Sessions 
Before workshop begins 
On first day of workshop 
After first day of workshop 
Weekend Workshops 
Before workshop begins .. 
On first day of workshop 
After first day of workshop 
SHORT-TERM CLASSES: 
Before lsi class meeting 
Before 2nd class meeting 
Before 3rd class meeting 
After 3rd class meeting ... 
. 100% refund 
... 50% refund 
... No refund 
. 100% refund 
. 50% refund 
... No refuna 
... .. 100"1 refund 
.... 60% refund 
20% refund 
. ... . No refund 
Courses listed ore !he best estimate of the semester offerings. The University reserves the right to change these courses as deemed necessary 
ANAL EXAM SCHEDULE 
Final exams will be token dunng the lost scheduled class meeting. 
GRADES 
Grades ore available ViO !he web through Student On-line Services (SOSI SOS con be accessed from Xavier's home page (www xavier edu) listed 
under ·popular Sites· Grades con also be printed in lhe Center for Adult and Port-lime Students (CAPS) or the office of the Registrar Grades will be 
available one week after !he end of each session and will be updated doily Questions regord1ng grades should be directed to the off1ce of the 
Registrar 
Grode moilers will be run every week throughout !he summer Students will only rece1ve a grade moiler after all of their classes ore ~roded Grode 
moilers will only be produced for those students who request them. Requests con be mode in SOS on !he "View Grades· screen or ISy contoctmg the 
office of the Registrar @ 513-745-3941. 
- OW TO APPLY & REGISTER FOR SUMMER CLASSES 
APPUCATION INSTRUCTIONS 
If you ore currently attending Xavier or hove attended in the lost year, do not subm1t an application - UNLESS you wont to change your status (i.e 
undergraduate to graduate). If you ore a non-degree graduate student who has prev1ously attended Xavier University, but not within the last 
calendar year, you must complete a non-degree application and submit 11 to Graduate Services prior to registration but do not hove to pay the $35 
application fee. If you ore a degree seeking graduate student who has previously altended Xav1er University, but not within the lost calendar year, 
you must complete a reactivation form (with proper signatures and submit pnor to reglslrollonl available in the Office of the Reg1stror 
If you have never attended Xavier University and wish to take a course as a non-degree student. complete the opplicolion form on page 39 
If you wish to be a degree-seekmg student, you MUST be accepted for admission prior to registration. To obtain on application for admission: 
For undergraduates UNDER lhe age of 22, CAU. Office of Admissions (513) 745-3301 
For undergraduates 22 years and older, CAU Center for Adult and Port-Time Students, CAPS (513) 745-3355 
For all graduate programs EXCEPT MBA and MHSA, CAU· Off1ce of Graduate Services (513) 745-3360 
For Masters of Busmess Administration program, CAU MBA Office (513) 745-3525 
• For Masters of Health Services Administration, CAll MHSA Office (513) 745-1912 
REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS 
1 Complete b1ogroph1C Information on registration form NOTE: All undergraduate non-degree students ore 1n "CAPS" diVISIOn 
2 List course(sl you wish to reg1sler for with alternates listed in case of closed courses 
3 Complete ·college· section and sign form 
4 Registration forms ore available to download at www xovier.edu/reg1strar/forms 
5 Fox registration will begin at 8 OOom on Tuesday, April 1st Foxes will not be accepted pnor to 8 OOam 
6 On-line registration IS available via Student On-line Services See I he Registrar's Off1ce web page (www xov1er edu/rE!g1slrorl for mstruct1ons 
PAYMENT INSTRUCTIONS 
1 Complete top of poymenl opt1on form 
2. Seled payment ophon 
• 
Calculate tuition based on credit hours, luition role and fees 
Sign form 
Send form and payment according to information at bottom of page 35 
6. Or pay on-line via Student On-line Serv1ces 
CHECKLIST 
Before moiling or fox1ng your motenols, check to make sure you hove Included all the forms necessary to complete the reg1slrallon process 
1 Application (if required) 
I Reg1strohon form 
1 Payment option form 
1 Payment (If requ1redl 
WHERE TO SEND THE FORMS 
If you ore a current CAPS student, mo1l your forms to 
CAPS Office+ Xavier Umverslty+ 3800 Vidory Porkwoy+ Cinc1nnoti, OH 45207-3120 
or fox to (513) 745-3055 
If you ore a current Xavier student, graduate or undergraduate, moll your forms to 
Office of the Registrar+ Xavier Umverslty+ 3800 Vidory Parkwoy+ Cincinnoti, OH 45207-3131 
or fox lo (5131745-2969 
If you ore a guest or graduate release student, moll your forms to 
CAPS Off1ce+ Xovier Umverslty+ 3800 Vidory Porkwoy+ Cinc1nnoli, OH 45207 3120 
or fox to (5131745-3055 
If you ore a new or returning graduate student, mail your forms to 
• 
Graduate Serv1ces+ Xovier Un1Versity+ 3800 Vidory Porkwoy+Cincinnoll, OH 45207-6541 
or fox to (513) 745-1048 
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38 Xavier 2003 Summer Registration Form 1.1 
Student I.D Number ISS#) Lost Nome !PRINT CLEARLY] First Middle Doteo!Btrth 
Local Address City State Ztp+ 4 
( I Religious Affiliation: Division: Last semester attended: 
Local Phone 0 Undergraduate '"1 Baptist 
0 Graduate I ! Buddhist ( l nCAPS term 'l Catholic year 
'l Episcopalian 
Busmess Phone n Hindu 
'"1 Jewish 
Gender: Ethnic/Racial Origin IUS Citizens only)· 'l Lutheran Citizenship/Country: 
'l Afncon Amencon 'l Methodist 
'l Mole 'l USA '"1 American Indian/ Alaskan 'l Moslem 
-:1 Permanent Restdent 'J Asian/Pacific Island ! Protestant 
! Female '"1 Non-Resident 'J Hispontc :1 Presbytenon 
n White (Non-Htsponic) ! Other Religton 
Subject Closs Section Course Credit Days Time 
Area Number Title hours 
• 
2 
3 
4 
5. 
Note Fotlure to o"end class is not suffioent notice to the Untverstty in order to qualify foro refund ond may resultm a puntttve grade of 'Vf" 
2 
3 
Sub1ect 
Area 
College: 
Closs 
Number 
'l Arts & Soence 
:1 Bust ness Admtn 
ll Soctol Sciences 
Ll Non-Degree 
Degree 
Section Alternate Course 
rrtte 
Credit 
hours 
Days 
Student's Signature Dole 
' 
Dean's Signature (Required for overload - 7 hours per session) Date 
Time 
NON-DEGREE APPUCATION FOR GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS 
. IRECTIONS: This opplicohon is for students who are NOT applying for degree status al Xovrer University but who wrsh Ia lake courses . NOTE: 
Acceptance rnto a non-degree program does not guarantee oulomotrc acceptance into the university Non-degree students who decrde Ia. 
pursue a degree ol Xovrer must complete 0 degree application and be accepted into 0 college. Please CHECK ONE of the followrng cotegones 
that applies to you and complete the appropriate opplicotron sections 
"1 Guest Students: Are students who regularly attend or plan to attend another university and who wish to toke o course{sl of Xovrer for transfer 
credrl llrs recommended thai guest students hove written permrssion from their university to authorize thai the Xavier credrl wrlllronsfer to 
therr program of study 
1 Graduate Release Students: Are students who hold baccalaureate degrees and who wish to toke oddrtionol courselsl for undergraduate credit 
1 Non-Degree Undergraduate Students: Are students who hove never olfended Xovrer and who do not hove a boccoloureole degree or ore nol 
currently olfendrng or plonmng to olfend another unrversity 
"1 Non-Degree Graduate Students: Are students who hold a baccalaureate or graduate degree and who wrsh to toke addrtionol course(s) for 
graduate credrl or be Licensed in education 
AU STUDENTS COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING· 
NAME 
LAST FIRST 
Social Security Number ___ _ 
Ml 
ADDRESS ______ ~:::-:-:------------
STREET STATE CITY 
MAIDEN 
ZIP 
HOMEPHONE{ ____ ) WORKPHONE{ ____ ) ______________ __ 
'he 'llfonnot on on !he follow ng ques1oos 'Mil not be used on mo"'ng on odmoSSIOO de<:t<IOn Your •J•sclosuoP ,f th , onfoomnt•on is voluntary. bul h w• be ¥Ciuobh! Ia rt•e UnM!rSoty fO< stol>shco~ 
plonnmg and oum " s!rotove purposes 
CITIZENSHIP ______ _ 
DATE OF BIRTH 
ETHNIC/RACIAL ORIGIN {check one) 
RELIGION-----------
MARITAL STATUS 
'1 African American 
'1 American lndron 
GENDER 
'JWhrle 
I Other 
• Hove you previously attended Xovrer? ., No 
fl Asron, Pocrfic Islander 
'1 Hrsponrc 
'1 Yes, Semester/Year __ _ 
GUEST STUDENTS complete the followrng 
College or university you regularly ot1ef1d or ore plonnrng to attend ___ 
CONDITIONS Written oulhorizotron from home instiluhon verifying the credrl will transfer rs requrred Send this oulhonzolion along wrth your non 
degree application and regrstrohon form to the CAPS Offrce at the address listed on page 37 
GRADUATE RElfASE STUDENTS complete the following 
hereby apply for undergraduate credit courses as a non-degree undergraduate student at Xovrer I understand graduate credrl cannot be grven 
for courses token 
I hold a baccalaureole degree from 
NON-DEGREE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS complete the following 
Hove you applied Ia Xovrer Unrversrty wrthin the lost year? -, No ! Yes when? 
List all schools lhrgh schoollcolleges/unrversihes) you hove previously attended 
Nome of School oares of Anendofl<e 
-
•. :•·. ,, St. 101 Qolf>< 1f Aneo don .e 
NON-DEGREE GRADUATE STUDENTS• complete the following 
Non degree student for tched. onel 
Area of mterest _English 
---
History Humonrtres __ Theology Cnmrnol Jushce 
Education 
• 
license Area 
APPUCANT'S SIGNATURE ------------------ DAn _________ __ 
•Non-degree Graduate Students are requrred to pay a $35 non-refundable opplicolron fee. 39 
40 XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
Office Of Student Accounts 
Payment Option Form 
Summer - 2003 
Xavier University has designed several payment options for Summer Semester of 2003. In order to better serve you, 
please indicate below what payment option will accommodate your needs. 
Student Name: --------------------- SS#: _________ _ 
Lost Nome First Ml 
Billing Address: --------------------- Work Phone: ______ _ 
Street Address 
-----------------------Home Phone: ______ _ 
State Zip Code 
Please check the payment option you will be using for the Summer Session. 
Payment in full by Friday, May 16th, 2002 
Four Payment Plan - 25% due Friday, May 16th, (or at time of registration), 25% 
due June 25th. July 25th, August 22nd, 2003 
Employer Reimbursement Plan 
Balance due in full by Friday, September 12th, 2003. Student will be assessed a 
$50.00 monthly late fee on any tuition balance remaining after this date. 
Enclosed payment is adjusted by estimated financial aid awards. Submit this to our 
office by Friday, May 16th, 2003. Please list Financial Aid that is pending (all paperwork 
must be completed and submitted to Financial Aid Officel: 
Stafford Loan $ 
Unsubsidized Stafford Loan 
PLUS Loan 
Grants 
Other 
If special payment arrangements are needed, contact Student Accounts at 
(513) 745-4841 immediately to avoid cancellation 
Remember, all balances unpaid after May 16th, 2003 will be assessed a 1.0% monthly interest charge, induding 
payment plan participants. 
PAYMENT AGREEMENT 
I, the undersigned, WISh to select the Xavier payment ophon mdicoted above and promise to pay Xavier Unrvers1ty oil amounts owed on my student 
account according to the terms ond conditions of the option I hove read the terms ond conditions indicated above, including the policy regord1ng 
Interest charges wh1ch IS currently 10% per month or 12% per year, and w1th my signature below, I understand and agree to them. I understand that 
all balances must be paid or accounted for before the start of the next semester and that failure on my port to meet any of the proVISions of this opt1on 
may cause my partiCipation to be cancelled and. at the option of the University, the balance on my account will become due and payable at once 
Failure to make payments as reqwed by my ophon w1ll also result in the Umvers1ty w1thhold1ng tronscnpts. d1plomo and other Unrversity services until 
all amounts owed to the Unrversity hove been paid In full I understand that if I foil to pay my account as agreed, the Umversity may toke legal action 
against me and I may be assessed and requ1red to pay any, costs 1ncurred by the University in the collect1on process including, but not limited to. 
collection agency fees. and other legal expenses 
Student Signature (A faxed signature will not be accepted) Dote 
NAME ___________________________________________________________ SS# ________________________ __ 
Last First Ml 
ADDRESS. ___ _ 
Street 
____ PHONE(_ ____). ______ _ 
City State Zip 
Reservation Dates: Summer on-campus housing dates are Sunday, May llth to Friday, August 8th. If you need have a fall housing assignment, 
summer house can be extended until the beginning of the fall semester, August 24th. Reserve your space at least 10 days prior to your move-in 
date. 
_ I am a Spring Semester 2003 student living in and will reqwe housing from May 9th-May lllh 
(Note: this option is available only to current residents and will require an additional fee ) 
If you are attending classes or are a Xavier student, FULL PAYMENT must be enclosed w1th this form to reserve a space on campus 
Please check the following that apply to you 
__ Male __ Female .Single room .Double room _Xavier Student Other 
Please reserve a space. From_ To 
day/date day/date 
Building Preference: 
• 
Brockman Hall - minimum one Ill week stay Includes local phone serv1ce and cable 
•_Double Room os a Single $95.00/person/week 
Double Room $65.00/person/week 
Commons Apartments- minimum lhree (3) months stay Includes local phone service and cable. 
Four Bedrooms (4 people, 2 baths) $440.00/person/month 
Village Apartments- minimum three (3) months stay Includes local phone serv1ce and cable 
•_Four Bedrooms (4 people, 2 baths) $390.00/person/month 
Manor House Apartments- minimum three (31 months stay Efficiency w1th phone and cable. 
• __ Efficiency (alone) $440.00/apartment/month 
1760 Cleneoy/Cieneoy Houses- m1n1mum three 131 months stay No phone. cable or custodial serv1ce. 
•_ $300.00/person/month 
Roommate Preference(s) Complete if applicable - Requests must be reciprocal 
Name Address Phone 
Payment Enclosed in the amount of $. _____ __ 
--------· Please check below type of payment. 
_Check _ Money Order 
Credit Card Please Circle - Vi so MasterCard Discover 
Name on credit card---------------------
Account#: ______ _ Expiration Dale. ______ _ 
Mail completed form with full payment to: 
Summer Campus Housing, Office of Residence Life, Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2811 
Building Information •Each room is equipped with cable and local telephone service (except Cleneoy properties). •Residents must prov1de their own 
•
nens •Meals ore available only on a pay-as-you-go basis. •Dolo Access is available by contacting the ISS Deportment at (513)745-4357 •Floor 
Ions for most on-campus residences are available on the web at www.xu.edu/reslife. 
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